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Reality: Changing perceptions about four year colleges
CPS
Staff Writer

The hard realities of rising
tuition,closed classes and the increasing number of non-traditional students
attending colleges or universities are
changing perceptions that most students earn their undergraduate degrees
in four years.
School officials recognize that
because offmancial and personal pressures, many students are taking longer
to get their degrees, not quite making
the traditional four year degree a dinosaur, but at least putting it on the endangered species list.
In some cases, university systems
are trying to graduate students in less
than four years to make room for new

nd

students who are competing for fewer
classes.
"Many students have to take less
courses and have to work. It' s not such
a bad thing," said John Duff, president
of Columbia College of Chicago.
"Nobody would raise their eyebrows
about going to graduate school to get a
doctorate in eight years. Part of our
culture is that there is some kind of
stigma if you don' t graduate in four
years."
A major factor in the increased
time it takes to earn a four-year degree
is the fact that federal loan and grant
money is being reduced, forcing students to work part time or full time to
help fmance their education. In some
cases students take an occasional
semester off to make money for tuition.
The American Council onEducation estimates that 40 percent of students enrolled in two- and four-year
institutions that take in students
mostly out of high school and graduate

Judicial
Board established
_

Andy Dooley

~ Staff Writer

Last fall, Sigma Pi was placed on
social probation for serving alcohol to
minors. Many members of Rolla's
fraternities and sororities felt this
punishment was too severe for an isolated incident, and were disappointed
that students did not have an opportunity for their opinions to be heard
before action was taken. This is just
the most recent example of why the
JUdicial Board h2S been established by
Rolla's Inter-Fraternity Council.

see Board, page'1S ,
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in four years. But their numbers have
not grown," spokesman David
Merkowitz said. "The growth in enrollment is in state colleges and community colleges, which are oriented
toward non-traditional students."
Many students go to school part
time, which automatically puts them
in the position of taking more time to
get their diploma. The Chronicle of
Higher Education Almanac estimates
that in 1993, 15.3 million students are
attending college, and 6.4 million are
going part time. Those numbers are
expected to increase through the tum
of the century.
Other students choose to graduate in a shorter time. Under a mandate
from the state legislature in 1992, a
Virginia council studied, and then
implemented, a program that allows
students in the public university system to graduate in three years. State
officials, faced with the prospect of an
additional 65 ,000 students by the year
2000, want to graduate as many stu-

dents as possible to make room for the
crunch.
In addition to fmishing early,
students can expect to save about
$10,000 in tuition and living costs.
Only one in three undergraduate
students in Virginia's public university system graduates within four
years, said Mike McDowell, a spokesman with Virginia's State council of
Higher Education. In the 1991 fall
term, there were 165,000 students
enrolled in the state' s 15 four-year
institutions. Figures for the fall 1992
terms weren't available.
McDowell said the council did a
study and found that students attending residential universities in rural
areas of the state tended to graduate
within four years. Those students who
went to schools in urban areas tended
to be commuters who may take time
off from school to work and pay for
tuition. According to McDowell,
some students are taking upto seven
years to earn undergraduate degrees.

McDowell said students who opt
for the three-year plan get credit for
high scores on advanced placement
tests taken during high school. If they
pass the tests, it' s determined they
have achieved a proficiency in the
subject matter and don 't have to take it
in college.
"We want schools to eliminate
obstacles for those who want to go this
way," he said. "For some students, this
is very much a cultural thing that they
don't want to graduate in three years.
But for others, they would rather save
the $10,000 and get out earlier or go on
to graduate school."
Duff, the president of Columbia
College, said that the school' s curriculum is designed for most students
to graduate in five years and one semester, if they go full time. The college, which primarily offers degrees in
the arts, consider itself non-tradi-

see College, page 15
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Iver Get Somebody Totol~ Wasted!
Iver Get APol Smashed!

TAKE THE KEYS

CAll ACAB '

..

TAKE ASTANO.'

~I

fRlfNOS DON'T

lH

fRlfNOS DRIVf DRUNK

~ u.s. De?anmenl 01Transportatlon
DRUNK DRIVING PREVENTION CAMPAIGN
NEWSPAPER AD NO. 00-90-1716-3 COL. x 10.5 "
Volunteer Agen cy: Wells, Rich, Greene, Inc., Campaign Director: Richard S. Helstein, General Foods, USA
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SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOP.
UMR STUDENTS
Join us for Evening Prayer at
CHRIST CHUR CH EPISCOPAL
6:00 PM every Sunday.
Refreshments and fellowship
afterwards in the parish hall.

If you d idn't sign up for ROTC as a freshman or sophomore , you can still catch
up to your classmates by atte nding
Army ROTC Ca mp Challe nge . a
paid s ix-week summe r course in
leadership training.

By the time you have graduated from
college, you 'll have the credentials of
an Army officer. You'll also have
the self-confidence and d iscipline
it ta k es t o s ucceed in college
and beyond ,

ARMY ROTC
THE SMAmSTCOWGE
COURSE you WTAKE.
For more information contact
Captain Don White
310 Harris Hall @ 341-4738
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Miners drop two to Missouri Southern and Pittsburg State
Joe Hornburg
Asst. Sports Editor
The UMR Miner's came out fired
up for their game at home Wednesday,
Feb. 10 against Missouri Southern.
The Miners were coming off a victory
over previously unbeaten and #2
ranked Washburn. UMR was looking
to keep the second place spot in the
MlAA standings.
The Miner's scored first on a layup
by forward Jon Huecker. Then with
two baskets by UMR's Chris Dawson
the Miners had a 6-2 lead over Missouri Southern. Missouri Southern
then went on a 8-0 run to take a four
point lead of their own at 14:38 of the
fust half. The remainder of the half
was a battle back and forth with the
lead changing eight times. Bill Jolly.
Donnie Brown. and Dawson did a bulk
of the scoring in the fll'st half. The trio
scored 29 of UMR's 40 first half
points. and enabled the Miners to have
a 40-34 lead over Missouri Southern.
Both teams played good defense in the
fll'st half in holding both under 50
percent shooting from the field.
Second half play proved to be just
as exciting as the fll'st, and the large,
loud crowd was into the action. Miners Mike Parrneley and Huecker got
their third personal foul each in the
fll'st minute of the second half. Then
six unanswered points by Missouri
Southern gave them a 42-40 lead and
the sec saw battle continued.
The Miners fell behind by ten with
8:51 left in the game. They did not
quit though and battled back to tie the

game at 72 all with 3:53 to go. The
surge was led by Dawson's two 3·
pointers and free throws by Dawson,
Brown, and Jolly. UMR then stretched
out a-tWo point lead making it 76-74.
Then points quit coming for the Miners as they were outscored 11-3 over
the last three minutes ,of play . The
fmal score was 85-80 Missouri Southern.
The loss drops UMR out of second
place in the MIAA, and put Missouri
Southern in second place. The Miners
record is now 14-7 overall and 8-3 in
the MIAA. Three UMR players
scored in double digits with Jolly,
Da:ovson, and Brown scoring
26,21,and 16 respectively to lead the
offense for the Miners.
On Sat., Feb. 13 the Miners had
another important MIAA conference
game. This one in Pittsburg, KS where
the Pitt. State Gorillas were fll'ed up
and ready to play ball. Pitt. State won
the tip and took control of the action.
A few quick baskets and Pitt. State
jumped out to a 12-4 lead over UMR.
UMR tried but could not whittle down
the lead. Pitt. State hit a blistering
63% from the field in the first half.
The Miners cut the lead to 22-21 on a
Chris Henry at 9:51 of the first half.
After a Pitl State time out the Gorillas
pulled out to a five point lead making
it 30-25 Pitt. State. The Miners kept
coming and at 3:33 tied the game on a
pair of free throws from Eric KearlJey.
The rest of the half was all Pitt. State
and they took a 42-36 lead into
halftime.
The second half was not to much
better for the Miners. Pitt. State's

Darrell Colbert and Mark Johnson
stayed the hot hands from the field as
the Gorillas shot 58% for the game. A
Bill Jolly drive tied the score at 51-51
with 13:36 left in regulation and it
looked as if the Miners might pull this
one out. The Gorillas went on a 10-2
run and pulled out to another eight
point lead. UMR took the lead on a
Bill Jolly three-pointer with 6: 17 to
play making it 65-63. The lead only
held for a little while as Pitt. State
pulled away with a 12-4 run at the end
of the game. The fmal score was 80-71
Pitt. State. The leading scorers for
UMR were Bill Jolly and Donnie
Brown with 25 and 16 each. The loss
is a tough one for the Miners dropping
their record to 14-8 overall and 8-4 in
theMIAA.
The Miners are scheduled to play
on the road at Lincoln Wed. the 17th,
and again Sat., Feb. 20 against the
Northwest Missouri State. The Miners then come home for one game on
Wed., Feb. 24 against Emporia State
and fmish up regular season play at
Northeast Missouri State on the 27th
of Feburary. All of these games are
MIAA action and will decide the
MlAA standings. Come out and show
your support for a strong UMR team at
their last home game and get weekly
'Jpdates here in the Missouri Miner.
Brett Saunier

Bill Jolly shoots his jumpshot over a southern player.

M-CLUB ATHLETE
OFTHEWEEK
ror

211 to 217

Donnie Brown
Men's Basketball

This week's M-CLUB Athlete of
e week is Donnie Brown, a senior on
emen'sbaskethallteam. Inan89-81
ictory over UMSL Donnie had 23
ints and pulled down 6 rebounds. In
aturday night's 77 -74 win over the #2
ationally ranked Ichabods of Washum, Donnie come through with some
weet shooting and pumped in 18
ints , It was a great week for both
nnie and the rest of the men's basetball team. Good luck to them all
ough the rest of the season and into
e post-season!
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I&;;;ffi&"-~An NBA AII- Star preview
Bill Broyles
Staff Writer

This past summer, the best basketball players in the country made a
mockery of the Olympics as the Dream
Team blew out one country after another on the way to winning the gold
medal. this weekend the best basketballplayers willbedivided up and play
against each other in the NBA All-Star
Game, in Salt Lake City.
Eight members of the Dream team
will play in the game, seven of which
will start. A ninth member, Chris
Mulljn, would be there if he wasn't
suffering from an injury to his right
thumb. The only active member of the
Dream Team not to be honored is
Minnesota Tirnberwolf Christian Laettner.

The West starting line-up will be
made up offtve members of the Dream
Team: Charles Barkley of the Phoenix
Suns - this year's most likely MVP,
San Antonio's David Robinson, Clyde
"The Glide" Drexler from Portland,
and two members from the host Utah
Jazz - Karl Malone and John Stockton.
The reserves from the East are
New York Knick and Dream Teamer
Patrick Ewing, Cleveland's Brad
Daugherty, Larry Nance, and Mark
Price, Detroit's Joe Dumars, Indiana's
Detlef Schrempf, and Atlanta's Dominique Wilkins.
The West reserves are San Antonio's Sean Elliot, Golden State's Tun
Hardaway, Seattle's Shawn Kemp,
Phonenix's Dan "Thunder" Majerle,
Los Angeles Clippers' Dannv Man-

ning, Houston's Hakeem Olajuwon,
and Sacramento's Mitch Richmond.
Shaquille O'Neal becomes the
ftrst rookie to start the All-Star Game
since "Air" Jordan did in 1985. Joining Shaq as ftrst time All-Stars are
Johnson, Elliot, Kemp, Manning,
Richmond, and Schrempf - who also
becomes the flfst European All-Star.
The newcomers will try to fill the
gap caused by theretirementofDream
Team captains and yearly All-Stars,
Larry Bird and Magic Johnson. Also
consequently, for the flfst time since
the All-Star game began in 1951, there
will not be a representative from either
the Boston Celtics or the Los Angeles
Lakers.

I
~

,

Pat Riley will coach the East
squad, while Paul Westphal will coach
the West in thePebruary 21st clash.

The starting line-up for the East
All-Stars will consist of Michael Jordan - the All-Star leading vote getter,
fellow Chicago Bull and Dream
Teamer - Scottie Pippen, Detroit's
Isiah Thomas - a two time All-Star
Game MVP,last year's Rookie of the
Year from Charlotte - Larry Johnson,
and this year's Rookie probable
Rookie of the Year - Shaquille 0 'Neal
from the Orlando Magic.
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Here are some more facts on the
destruction of the world's endangered
rain forests and what you can do to
help slow it down.
Only 2% of the earth's surface is
covered with tropical rain forests .
Already, 55% of them have been destroyed; burned and/or bulldozed, and
the timber isn't always putto good use.
Wild plant and animal species are
becoming extinct at a rapid pace. And
even indigenous people are being
driven out of their native lands, loosing their centuries-old traditions.
Georgia Pacific is the major U.S.
importer of tropical timber. Boycott
GP's tropical plywood. Boycott MD
and Angel Soft toilet paper; Coronet,
Hudson and Soft napkins; and Sparkle,
Delta and Mr. Big paper towels. Protest to Georgia Pacific, 133 Peachtree
St. N.E., Atlanta, GA 30303. .
Ask President Suharto (c/o Indonesian Ambassador to the U.S., 2020
Massachusetts Ave.N.W., Washing-

hItson. Als~

time since
11951,there
efromeither

;t

Los Angeles

;h the East
lahvillcoach

~lstc!ash.

ton, D.C. 20036) to protect the rainforest homes of the Moi people in
West Papua, New Guinea. Indonesia

bribed the state government of Sarawak on Borneo in Malaysia to allow
the cutting of most tropical rain forests

has given the Moi people's forest to
the P.T. Intimpura logging company.
The forest, which provides food and
general livelihood for the people, is
quickly being destroyed.
Japanese timber companies have

there. Natives such as the Penan trible,
who have lived there fqr 40,000 years,
are being driven out to wither away in
city slums. The Japanese clear the forest 24 hours a day under floodlights at
night. They use the timber to make

plywood forms in pouring concrete,
and is thrown away after one use.
Boycott these Japanese companies
which are affiliated with timber companies: Mitsubishi, Fuji film, Hitachi,
Isuzu, Mazda, Pentax, Nissan, Canon,
Toyota, Sharp. Ask Malaysia to preserve the land and people of Sarawak.
Mr. Razali Ismail, Malaysian Ambassador to U.N., 140 E. 45th St. , 43rd
Floor, NY) NY 10017.
Also, ask the U .S. Congress to ban
the import of all tropical hardwood
and tropical wood products (mahogany, rosewood, ebony, plywoods, etc.)
Ask Congress to ban clearcutting of
old-growth forests here in the U.S.
(redwood, douglas fir, etc.) Encour- '
age the use of second-growth wood
ftom private farms, grown specifically
for that purpose (yellow and white
pine). One last thing, ask Congress to
oppose the removal of environmental
restrictions in the North American
Free Trade Agreement and GATT.
This so-called"free-trade" might allow trade of tropical hardwoods, tuna
caught by killing dolphins, and rhino
horns and elephant ivory. U.S. House,
Wash., D.C. 20515. U.S. Senate,
Wash., D.C. 20510. (202)224-3121.

I want to be a farmer Pre-Season Training
I
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I want to move out to the country
and buy a farm. I will have a large
victorian house built like the one in St.
James across from the funeral home. I
will put the victorian house on the edge
of a lake on my farm. I will have a wife
and two point five kids. I need to have
animals and a garden, as well as a
small corn field on my farm. I will
have two of each animal when I start
out so that they can procreate and
produce new animals. I need two cows

twoApi
pigsand
on Paco.
my farm
. Theirnameswill
be
With
my eggs I will
be able to eat ham, bacon, and pork
chops. I need two horses to ride around
on my farm while hunting and tending
to my farm animals. The horses'
names will be The Black Stallion and
Silver, no matter what color they are. I
will have two cats and two dogs. They,
will be named Sparky, Corneilious,
Fydo, and Lester, respectively. I
won't eat these four, but keep them for
domestic pets. Noah would be proud
of me. Some animals that I will need
to eat will not be tame so I will have to
hunt and track them with my bow and
arrow. These will be deer, quail, and
turkeys; they won't have names, they

Every good competitor must practice for what he really wants to attain In
life. Joe Montana practices to keep his
arm in shape in the spring. Wayne
Gretsky practices all summer to keep
his reflexes on edge. Deon Sanders
never has an off-season. So, what do
all these men have in common? They
excell at what they do! So, why am I
telling you all this? Because simply if
you want to win this year's St. Pat's
Games, you are going to have to prac-

knowned Muffln Race, the twelve
ounce dash, bat races, wheelbarrow
races, somersault races, monkey rolls,
four-on-the-floor, quarters, and of
course the ten man boat race! So don't
wait one more minute .. GET OUT
THERE AND PRACTICE NOW!
However, games are not the only
thing that you need to practice and
prepare for. The Follies will be kicking off on Monday March 8. Events
you might think about preparing for
are beard growing, women's walking
stick, Greenest person, Hugger wrapping, most sweatpants or garters on in
one minute, novelty beard, men's shillelagh, and the leprechaun look-a-like
contests.

to start with. There names will be
Lamboo and Sherrie. I can eat the
meat from the cow in hamburgers,
ribs, and steaks. I need two chickens
so that I can have scrambled eggs,
fried, sauteed, and baked chicken. The
chickens' names will be Lee and Harvey; Lee being the female. I will need

tice hard! Many people have already
gotten ahead start, so don't fall behind
are wild. My lake will be fully stocked in your training schedule.
with bass, catfish, crappie, and others.
So that you know what to train for,
I can eat fish nuggets, fried battered here is a tentative listing of the compefish, or baked fish. There will be two titions for march 11 & 12. There is of
course the grueling cudgel carry followed by a duel of might in our volleysee Farm, page 16 ball tournament. Some more exotic of
the events include the world-re-

And freshmen your training would
not be complete without a few times
out in the yard practicing swinging
your shillelagh. You surely do not
want to step up to the snake pits never
having swung a shillelagh before in
your life. Build up those arms. Getout
there and start swinging.
Still Going . ..
23 Daze till the Best Ever!!!!!

James
Barnes
Staff Writer

Dinner
with a
legislator
ASUM
SOURCE

The Associated Students of the
University of Missouri is proud to be
presenting its first program this semester. This "Dinner with a Legislator" features Paul E. Jobe, Executive
Director of the Missouri Society of
Professional Engineers. Mr. Jobe will
be speaking about influencing the future of engineering through the legislative process. A delicious and more
importantly, free, dinner will be
served as welL The program begins at
5:30 on Thursday, February 25th. Everyone is invited, just RSVP by Feb.
19th to the ASUM office at 341-4970.
This should be an interesting and educational time, sobe sure to attend.

Kory Bakken
Staff Writer
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Back by popular de m an d: Th e Victros
The New
Beat
SOURCE

The Victros will return to Rolla to
perfonnat TheNewB eatFeb. 19&20.
The Victros opened up The New Beat
Club on January 29 & 30. Due to an
incredible response The Victros will
again come back to Rolla to play their
intense style of rhythm & blues rockn-roll. If you missed the ftrst show,
you don't want to miss this one . Cover
charge will be $4.00 21 & over and
&6.00 21 & under. However UMR
students receive $1 .00 off at the door
with their UMR ID.
The New Beat is constantly undergoing change. They now serve 5%
beer. Dance Night on Thursdays will .
also be the hot spot to go with great
dance music played through The New
Beat's 10,000 watt sound & lighting
system. Cover charge on Thursday
CONRAD WEBSTE R - DRUMS
nights is $2.00 with a UMR ID.
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BLAKE WEBSTE R - BASS

DERREL BUZZAR D - GUITAR
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SU BC on sc io us
Attention all Greeks:
Springtime is just around the comer. What does Springtime mean? It
means Greek Week; great weather, great fun, and great parties. The I.F.C.
and Panhellenic councils are already psyched and hard at work preparing for
Greek Week, but it is you, who make it happen. So now is the time to get
pysched and begin plarming for what will be the best Greek Week ever.
Greek Week 1993 will be kicking off on April 16th with the kick off party
at KA. and ending on April 24th with the Games at the Elysian
Fields ..... Prepare your tributes, for the GODZ await.

4

SUB
SOURCE

Spend all your dough on that
big Valentine's date?
Looking for something cheap and fun
this weekend?
How about a movie? How about a
FREE movie?
Well, SUB has got it! In fact SUB has
2!
Showing this weekend, Friday & Saturday, in MEI04-

COMEDY OF ERRORS, coming to
Castleman Hall, March 4. TIckets will
be available in the SUB office beginning February 22. More details next
week!
SUB is pleased to armounce the
availability of new Faculty, Staff and
Student Spouse SUB Passes. For $12
a semester a student's spouse, faculty
member or staff member can be
treated like a student, well, at least
where SUB events are concerned .
This pass gives the holder access to ·
SUB events as if they were a UMR student. That includes weekend movies
and our other free events as well as

y",'~pa
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Front 242 - Tyranny >Fo r You< - 1991
Tom Grimm
Staff Writer

Front 242 is an industrial band
hailing from Belgium and has been
around since the early 80's. Their
older material sounds as much like
disco as it does industrial. Their ftrst
track on "Tyrarmy" gives little indication of what the rest of the disc sounds
like. It is Front 242 as I've heard them
before, a little too slow for my taste.
"Rhythm of Time" follows and all I
can do is tum it up. The keyboards are
great, as is the sampling. (The music
itself is not sampled, just some weird

sounds , or the occasional "Good dustrial, or are just curious
what
Morning.")
"heavy key boards" sound like, check
My favorite track, "Moldavia," out "Tyrarmy >For You<."
gets me really pumped with its heavy,
New Order was fonned in 1980,
borderline violent keyboards (yes, following the tragic end of its parent
keyboards), and totally driving beat. band, Joy Division. Ian Curtis , lead
(It clocks in at 120 BPM.) "Neuro- singer of Joy Division,hangedhirnself
bashing" is another good tune, albeit early one morning in May of 1980.
somewhat repetitive with the chant The three remaining members decided
''I'm gonna be ready" repeated over to continue under the name New Orand over at the song's conclusion.
der.
Industrial is definitely an acquired
When "Low - Life" came out in
taste. With "Tyrarmy," Front 242 1985, New Order was at the forefront
joirts my list of great torture-tech of new-wave (before alternative)
bands (like Skinny Puppy, "Twitch" along with another British band, Deera Ministry, and some Nitzer Ebb). peche Mode. Unlike Depeche Mode,
The album is a little uneven, though. New Order was a "true" band with
The good songs are some of the best of
their kind, but there are a few that
see Tyranny, page 16
didn't do much for me. If you like in-

"ll"_'...."''' at 7pm and TIlE
PRINCESS BRIDE at 9pm. Don't
forget your UMR Student ID!
NOW available - Entry
fonns for Leisure & Recreation Committee's Ping Pong Tournament. You
could win great CASH prizes in this
single elimination tournament, 1st $50, 2nd - $40, & 3rd - $30. Tournament will be played on March 6 & 7 in
the UCE Game Room. Deadline for
entries is MARCH 4 - don't miss it!
Look
for
National
Shakespeare Company 's - THE

student prices on our not-so-free
events. NOTE: These passes are valid
only for Student Union Board Events.
CHECK IT OUT!
Keeping checking out SUB Conscious each week for the latest on
upcoming SUB events. Yes, WARRANT is coming for St. Pat' s - details
as they become available.
Everyone is welcome at SUB
committee meetings . Here's who' s
meetip~ !W~ week:
Wed. Feb. 17 Concerts 8pm
SUBOf,{i~ :"
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Personals

Miscellaneous
SPRING BREAK '93. Party with the Bestl

My wtterbonle wanta ita Mommy back.

• S. Padre Istand from S99

It wu • wise decision to rerum my black porn.

• Cancun Mexico from $424

• Bo/wnu I Cruise from 5269

·Small

bu,

Rhoads:

10. Fmding a bargain at the bookstore

1) Make sure the letters are blue, not red.

9.

Keeping TJ elevators running

2) Spend at least an hour becoming frustrated

8.

Lookina: throuah McNutt to use Stonehenge

7.

Groduatio&in4yeors

Found: 2 Watchea have been fou nd It differmt

ptease r.wm ASAP

SUB events lut lCmesler. Please come to the SUB
office, Room 21g UCW if you think one of them
ioYOIIIL Orcallal 341 -4220 aod .. kforDa_

Milte P.

Geuinl a 4,0

3.

Keepin, a 4,0

2.

Mattinl _loT now uphill

1.

Nailin, jelto to a .....

CHEAP! FBI I U.s. SEIZED

Whal', up with all the Iypos?
9 South i,the Ullimale Aoorl
Jeffery Paut·

Home of the brave,

• Mo 035010

(wash your car, cook dinner, ...)

Man am I hungry. A bag of ouos' s sure
I'm gonna win.

Jeff,

Froggie.

tax deductible.

Thanks for the B·day presenl·you're ri&h.,
St. Pat's garters wouldn't look right.

Love-Amazon

I· 801·379·2900
Copyri&ht • Mo 035050

LooI: Reword OlTertd.

:ails next

One bas opals and diamonds, the other has '3

-Friend of the ultimate Pomnier

Have you heard? I've achieved your status I

Jon .

.. Bingo,

To all TlHA members :

Are you _ready for the wookie inv asion?

BobaFett

Pi

I need you for my support

Updsttd Guitar Legends 1993

Thanks for all our chats. You're an awesome

big sis II
Zlam

I need you for my love and warmth
What does ''ZLAM'' mean?

Scott Nicho15

YLS

Mickey Mouse

Cold and lonely am I wihout you
I need you for knowledge and wisdom

Eric Johnson
Eric, Eric, and RieL ..

Ignorant am I wihout you

Catch a cluel You have been afflicted with

I need you for peace and kindness

little or no reddeming social characteristics ...

Wild and hateful am I without you

grow upl

Yellow in front , brown in back,
I love my hips! 1

Scott

I need you for gmet and forgivcnesa

·KRIS·T

Headed to hell am I without you

Tim< Rider

Mommy, where' s Fluffy?

Sarah and Nat·

I netc! you for lighl and bope

Dark and doomed am I wihout you

Joe Satriani
Steve Vai

Lost and unsure am I without you

C

Are you giving driven; lessons now?

C

Laura,

Stand by me, my friend

Just Wondering:

Christy,

you .

MY FRIEND

wMe fundraiserf

W,

study.

Bountyhunters,

You' re quite the prankester, Kendra. Your

Aprit 6, t993, 7:35 p,m,

Pledge Sisten;

You need a nice Christian boy to make you

Buck

I hope you ' re not reading this during the

inferior intellect, I'd probably erect a temple to

Your Lambda Sigma

C

d)

Never mind.

practical jokes far outstrip mine. If not for your

-The gals from your 9:30

Way to go,

James .

I'm still waiting for those smooches behind

Don't forget your ax!

Missy,

J,

c)

Yourbeautyis-oops, I waathinkin&ofDeniae.

·Kim

Jerry Hobbs-

contact Carol al 265·8834

Marty.

Denise:

the bann ...

eacb side. If you have any infonnation, please

b)

our moments together would lISt for eternity.

meeting. That makes me very angry ...

Your theft will ~ot go unnoticed. ~

stones - a ruby surrounded by an amethyst on

Dave.

Have a nice Valentine', Day?
You know, my birthay is Thursday. Ithink a

OIancellor & Company·
2 Gena rirlgs lost in the Multipurpose Buildu1g. J

a)

Nat:

fitting present would be a set of car keys...

oming to
:ketswill
:ebtgin·

I lUll for you.. I 100, to bold you in my anna
and whisper sweet nothina' into your ear. I wish

Who', really The Man?

would taste good right now.

You're paid directly. Fully Guaranletd.
FREE lnformation·24 Hour HOlling:

Pnsldeol HIIlary_

Kim:

-Crai,

Curious

Your donations to the Balls Foundation are

Assemble producuat bome. Easyl Not selling.

Ruttd aver by

I hope my IUckina up bu ,uaruleed me a

Who bu the brain today?

$200 .S500 WEEKLY

'unce the
5taffand
. For$!2
:,faculty
can be
at least
ncemed.
Iccm to,
IMRstu·
I movies
well as

AMERICA

rehire polition. If not, I'd be alad to do more

Dear Roommate

I can't wail

IS

-Checseball, Nut Los, and Bean Dip

Mr. SoviUe:

HeyMiner Staff

6!1 Mustan&"" ........ "."""""" .......... ",,S50

Copyri&ht

equivaienttoatripe-kickbYlfourth-de&... blaclt

beh karate muter. Use with caution.

weekend.

Kris: Duly rounds 00 TIJESDAY?1

86 VW. _ ...._ ........." ......... _ ............ ,.S50

FREE lnfonnation·24 Hour HOIline

4)"1 have I headsche,"

Land of the free,

89 Mtretdeo._.......... ,,,.,,,,_............ ,,S200

Qoose fonn thousands starlinl .. _ ....SSO

I) "No."

NOTE: If done by a profesional, The Glare is

Saroh

87 Mtretdeo ............... " .. ""................ Sloo

mand. Discover how to use the nve Key Phrases

5) (The Glare)

Now thaI you're 21,1e<'1 ,e< ptlll<ml Ihio

How about that Bobcat call? I'm ",ill waitin,.

Women. Learn how to put men under your com.

3) '1'm b ... y."

4) Keep ltartin& over.

Hey Jeff:

4,

Ladiesl

2) "Quil it"

5) Ask the BUY across the room how he did hio.

GPA-> 0

Thank you

down.

UMR - Mi=>u

lim

I Sane penon

.

of Power:

3) When the '\"io when: iubouldn'tbe, puttil

meanin,of:

I lO.

._

Join the United Federation of Assertive

before starting.

6. Fmdin& I good rcuon to wear a 3N T·shirt

Missin,

l·g()()'TOUR·USA

User's Guide to Mathematica, by Kristi

than finding a good man at UMR

S. Explainin& to a UM..columbia student the

• Join aver 1 million rartiersl

CAll Student Express ' 1cations at :

Dave Mustaine is living proof that Western Civi·
Q: What has one porn, three shoes, and angry

lization is

looks on their fitte5?

emtence.

ca ~enig

Happy Bellied B·Day. I OIitt can 'l believe

"

XXXOoo

Krist·T:

OtanceUor

you are gmduatina before your Bia Sis.

·Ou.ncellor

Love

:·so-free
uevalid
Events,

Wen.di

Uncle Jirruny·
Listen to something besides "Garden," would

Cap'n E, Chancellor; and Gordo,
Beware the wrath of Alpha Beta Carotenel

youl

Qioty

. p , J,

The UNBORN ONE

The Alpha Beta Carotene powerhouse will rock

Love your

WAR·

towards the end of its useful

A: N, and S.

i'ellY

III Con·
Itest on

Page 9

,

9 South's Guide to the Top 10 things Easier

801-37~2929

Missouri Miner

Roomies

.details

Happy Birthday to you.

the College Bowl.

Happy Birthdsy to youl Happy Birthdsy

Zeta has awesome aprina pledges: Tara. Lin,
Mary, and Amyt

Humpty·Hump, Wild Bill, Adm. Kyper, Birdie

Jeffrey Paut, Happy Birthdsy to you.
From your adjacent

Alltheoe wanna·be A.B.C, 's

hipsl

Ipm
~

.....-------------------

Greal Job Zeta Bul<etbaU Play...

p.s, Don'lle< too Itoshtdl

see Classlfleds, page 11
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Jesus and Elvis the King in Utah
Captain
Goatee
Staff Writer
King Missile Happy Hour (Atlantic, 1992) - 6 goatees
The Way to Salvation (Atlantic, 1991)
- 9 goatees
Mystical S··\ (Shimmy Disc, 1990)9 goatees _. ~
II:ls;x (Shin)my Disc Europe, 1990) - 8
goatees
Fluting on the Hump (Shimmy Disc,
1987) - 9 g~atee.s
"Jesus was way'cool" made King
Missile a college radio legend. "Jesus" along with "Muffy", "The Sandbox", "Cheesecake Truck", "My Heart
is a Flower", and "Sex With You "have
established King Missile as a band
which will have you falling off your
seat.

duced the world to a humor which was
hard to describe. Their flfSt album,
Fluting on the Hump (1987), is a classic. I would love to getmy hands on an
original LP. II:ls;x (1990) was the last
with DogbowL As far as I can tell, it is
a European release only, but with 22
tracks, it is well worth the extra-bucks
if you can fmd it (I paid $20).
Mystical S·"t (1990) gave us "Jesus Was Way Cool" . Dogbowl had
exited. Hall shortened the name to Just
King Missile, and added Dave Rick on
guitars and Chris Xefos on everything.
These two l(,:lt a mor~ refmed musical
sound to Hall's twisted Lyrics.
would recommend Shimmy Disc's
release of a CD containing both ~
tical S··t and Fluting on the Hump.
Backed by the single of "My Heart
is a Flower", The Way to Salvation
(1991) sold fairly well. Nothing on the .
album is as classic as "Jesus", but there
aren't any real stinkers on this album

go ahead and get The Way to Salva-

li2.n.
This brings us to last year' s.H.rulllx

H2lIL Those of you looking for an-

Whether it be new wave, country,
jazz, or pop, Elvis Costello has done it
all. Or so I th~ught. Now, out pops a
gem called 'The Juliet Letters which
fmds Costello collaborating with a
world class string qjlartet. After being
mutual fans without knowing it for a
few years, Costello caught up with the
Brodsky Quartet in 1991.
Inspired by the (supposed?) story
of a Veroneseprofessor who answered
the letters addressed to one "'Juliet
Capulet', they came up with a concept
of writing apiece composed of various
types ofletters (a Love letter, begging
letter, chain letter, suicide note, etc.).
What they came up with was an hour
long collection of songs.
The luliet Letters is a work of
be~uty. Elvis Costello fans will be
samfied once again. Fans of classical
string quartets will also be pleasantly
surprised. Itis a true collaboration and
npt just a case of Costello deciding to
make an album backed up by a string
quartet. In fact, Costello fmally
learned how to read music during the
writing of this album.
I'm not sure if this album is for
everyone, but the lyrics are touching
and heartfelt, and the music is lovely.
How about this: If you listen pop
music, but still like some Beethoven,
Mozart, or Vivaldi, The Juliet Letters

other hilarous album will be greatly
disappointed. A couple songs are
funny ("Detachable Penis:), but for the
most part, Happy Hour is filled with
songs that are either odd, bitter and full
of self hate, or both. It is a rather
violent album. The focus has turned to
the music and to Hall's non-humorous
writings. Most of the songs are simply
music backgrounds to Hall reading a
piece.
I do enjoy Happy Hour for some of
its music. And Hall's prose is interesting, but I keep looking for another
funny album. The songs are polished
jams that are heavy on the guitar and
King Missile' s "mystical" stylings.
But as King Missile, it just doesn't
seem right. If you liked their early
albums only because they were funny,
don't waste your money on the new
one. It's for those who really enjoy
weird prose and alternative music.
Find the singles to "Detachable Penis"
and "Martin Scorsese" and enjoy the
bonus tracks.
Regardless of their sound on
Happy -Hour. go fmd yourself some
older King Missile. If you have
trouble getting the Shimmy Disc albums, try writing 'Shimmy Disc', JAF
BOX 1187,N:ewYork,NY 10116. As should be on your must buy list. It is
for Happy Hour, wait until your rich a masterful mixing of the two styles.
uncle dies.

Jesus Jones
(SBK Records, 1993) - 8
Elvis Costello and the Brodsky Quar- Goatees
tet
Those of you who liked I&!!hl will
The Juliet Letters (Warner Bros.,
like~. It's a bit more alterna1993) - 10 Goatees
~

Michael Venegonl

Beginning on the Shimmy Disc
label as 'King Missile (Dog Fly Religion)' ,John S. Hall and Dogbowl intro-

like there are on all of their other
albums. If your record store bites and
doesn't have theMystical/Fluting CD,

tive on some of the songs, but as a
whole, it carries much of the same
sound. The song writing is on the same
level, and it sounds as if the band got to
have more of a hand in its production.
Personally, I was letdown by
l22!!l!I. After being energized with the
dense, siren sound of their fltst album
Liquidizer. I was ready for more of the
same. Where Liquidizer hit me like a
jackhammer, l&!!hl was a rubber
mallet. ~ fmds a happy medium between the two. Fans of either
of Jesus Jones' flfSt two albums will be
satisfied. It' s good to see the band
going back to rougher sound. Their
music requires it. ~showshow
much better lesus Jones is than their
disciple wSnnabees like EMF. You'll
like it.

1. . lane Fon~. This worthless, commIe-sympathizer sold out to the Vietnamese while American soldiers were
being tortured and killed. She is another product of the Hippie generation. She doesn't even have the professional e!h\cs to keep her liberal ideas
from ~illmg over mto the media on
CNN (her husbands project). In one of
her pro-choice spiels she said "Keen
the govemment out of our wombs"
Isn't this exactly where federaliy

funded abortions is putting the 8.,overnment? If there were one person I could
force feed arsenic to, she'd be the one.
2. Phil Donahue. This man is the
epitome of liberal ideology. He wears
messes. He pities the sexual, social,
and political mutants of the world. His
favorite words regardin&. conservatives (anyone to the right ofCrossftres'
Michael Kinsley in Phil's eyes) are
Nazi and fascist. His hair lias been
white for the past seventy-five years .
He is a crybatiy who wouldn't mow a
~ argument if it jumped up and bit

was improving was because people
saw them (Bill & AI) as a way to break
the pattern which they've been subjected to for the past twelve years. AI's
got plenty of Ozone; ril\ht in his head.
4. Tipper Gore. She s married to
AI; that's reason enough tohate her. A
few years back she tried to censor
eve.!)' type of music, from Chic Corea
to They Might Be Giants, especially
Heavy Metal. In her mind it 'corroded; the American youth. With the
stance she and her cohorts take on
abortion we don't have to worry; before long, there won't be any American
3. AI Gore. He is viewed as an eco- ' youth to corrupt.
logical savior by the environmentally 5. Bill Clinton. 01' Slick Willie
mmded out there. He writes a book, didn't even have the common courtesy
crammed with lies, false facts, and towait until he was inaugurated to start
misrepresentations and people love breaking campaign promises. Bork
him for it. He looks up into the face of can't get conf1fffied for the SU.l'reme
Bill Clinton as if he were viewing Court because he smoked manJuana,
Christ Himself. And he actually had but Bill admits he did it and they hand
!he gall to say, on This Week In Wash- him the Presidency. Even after he adIngtont, that the reason the economy
mitted, ifhe had it to do all over again,

he would irthale. In his effort to pander
to the special interest feminist groups,
he refused to consider a man for the
attomey general position. He's a
weasel and he likes being a weasel. I
have one word for him: Sterilization.
6. Hillary Clinton. She's .&reedy,
overly ambitious, and liberal. Besides
that she has to get her pilfering, little
paws into everything Bill is into (except Ginnifer Flowers). Two liberals
working on something is definitely
worse than one. She gets to sit in on,
and take part in, all Cabinet meetings.
Yet she didn't get elected, she doesn't
have to face any voters, and doesn't
have to take responsibility for anything. Lucky her. I know what her
problem is: Penis Envy.
7. Madonna. See ;ast weels Miner
for a special bedtime story on her. She
should be shot.
8. Sinead O'Connor. She's whineX,
she can't sing, and she's bald. What s
not to hate? She claims she shaved her
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Utah Saints
Utah Saints (London, 1992) - 9 Goatees
Techno, Techno, Techno. Rave,
Rave, Rave. lust recently, record
comparues have been releasing compilations of technorave music which
are fairly decent. But there are some
who claim that every song sounds the
same.
Well. the Utah Sain', "," "" thp
pop ~nd of the techno spectrum, and
they aren't afraid to hide the baSs
thumps back in the mix or try something different. This ablum is much
like The White Room by the KLF. It
has a few mellow songs, but most of

see Goatee, page 16

Uncle Larry introduces us to the people he hates compassionately
Hello there, avid fans. ThisI would
like tointroduceyou to something very
close to my heart. This column will
include f!!e nine people which I hate
compassIonately. Not a partial, dislike, kind of hate, but ana 11 consuming,loathinghatred. Were itpossible,
I would poke each of the following
~ople in their eyes with a wire hanger.
~it back, have some popeorn, and enJOY yourself. Here
It goes:

-

head to protest women being viewed
as sex ol)jects. What she doesn't realize is, most guys would do her anyway.
He has no respect for organized religion, or the Anierican public. She hates
the government and everything the U.
S. stands for. To her I say: "Go back
home then."
9. Chelsea Clinton. She's a Clinton,
so you gotta hate her. But she's yound
and you can't really help but feel a little
bit sorry for her. Besides, she'll probably become a Republican someday ...
There you go folks. If you agree with
me,goOdforyou. Ifyoudon'tthenCJ!lit
reaamg this and go back to reading The
New RepUblic. Keep your eyes peeled
for future articles dealing WIth controversial social issues. Until then ...

Uncle Larry
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Do you know here we keep the carboru••?
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Wendy
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The Capital Police just caUed and said ''What

mathematiciam?
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15
16
17
18
19
21
22
23
24
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
37
38
40
41
42
43
44
45

46 Part of NCAA (abbr.)
47 Oi stri bute. as
cards (2 wds.)
48 Jesus inscription
49 Armed sea mollusks
50 Those present
55 Opera solo
56 Ben Hur. e .g.
57 Noticed
58 One way to detenni ne
50 - Across (2 wds . )
59 Ending for gliss

Gi yen to oversimpl ification
Arrow poi son
Creating enmity
Mardi
As i an rats
" - - Skelter"
Call's partner
Steal
Exist
Harmful snakes
DOWN
"Fi ddler on the
Roof" matchma ker
1 Former cartoon s how
Overhead rail roads
{ 2 wds. )
2 Impromptu
Equine sound
Ra c i ng-ty pe wheels 3 Packaging need
(2 wds.)
State abbreviation
Si x-line s tanzas
Quartz variety
Fencing sword
Table scrap
6 Endi ng for pay
At an impasse
7 They have fl i ppers
Tend the garden
Word employments
(2 wds.)
8 Jewish elementary
Toward the stern
Kind
schoo 1s
Brown pigment
Sure of being won
---fi
(2 wds . )
Respond to
10 " - - the Knife"
Fi rst garden
11 Si ouan

12 Brazi 1 resort
13 Banking abbrevi ation
14 Metric measures
(abbr . )
20 First lady
24 Oppos i te of ques .
25 1961 "Best Actress"

(2 wds. -J
26
27
29
30
32
33
35
36

50
51
52
53

Busy
Hurdy -gurdy (2 wds .)
TV Tarzan. Ron
- - Sack
" - - a boy !"
- - s et
Cou s t eau 's domain
" - Were a Ri ch
Man .. • "
Card 9ame
As - - pin
Prefi x for sphere
- - room
Go on - - (ramble)
Activists
"What's - - for
me?"
Part of CPA (abbr.)
However. for short
Upsilon's nei9hbor
Sea eagle

C,A

'"

39
41
43
44
46
47
48

~ _

.~~ter

see Solutions, page 18
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QUA LITY CLE ANE RS
*Exp ert Clean ing *Reas onabl y Price d
108 W. 7th Street Rolla, MO 65401

elp
r-- --- --- -,

1 15% off anyon e
'"1 purcha se with ad

1
1

Keep things tipped in your Cavor by opening one oC our interest
bearing checking accounts. Choose from either our Money
Marltet Checking Acmunt or our NOW C21edting Account and
make your money work Cor you. Contact a PCB employee-owner

713 Pine St
364-2323

today 10 lind out bow you can ride the wave oC IinanciallUCCOll.
MONEY MARKET ACCOUNT

NOW CHECKING ACCOUNT

~
.
.•

PheIPS

• County
Bank '

~_·_FDIC

S._·St._

1If1&Pi1e·_

364-1202

MONEY MARKET ACCOUNT

Me

NOW CHECKING ACCOUNT

r. -- -- -- -- -- l

HICH SCHOOL JUNIORS

t SOL v E
t
t THE EMPLOYMENT PUZZLE

t
t
t

AT

Part-time
moneymoney for
college.
If you're a high schooiju nior, and 17, the Anny Reserve
can help you earn good part-time money, as well as extra money
for college.
How? TheAnn y Reserve' s Alternate Training Program .
Here's how it works. You take Basic Training between your
junior and senior year. After your senior year, you train in a specific
skill at an Anny school.
Then you'll usually serve one weekend a month near home,
plus two weeks a year.
This all adds up to good part-time money-m ore than $15,000
during a standard enlistme nt If you qualify, there's also the Montgomery GI Bill which could provide you with up to $5,040 for college
or approved vocation al/techni cal training. That totals more than
$20,000 for your educatio n. Give it some thought- then give us a call.

/3141 364 - 4551
BE ALL YOU CAN BE!'

ARMY RESERVE

'93

t
t
t
t
t
t

t
t
t
t
t

SPRING

t

CAREER DAY

9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 2S
Centennial Hall
University Center-East

o

Discussemployment opportunities with
industJies, businesses and govelllmental agencies ,

o

Bri ng your resume and meet potential
employers face-to-face.

o

Lock together the pieces of your pllzzle
and shape your own future,

'.

"h~isday, Feb. 25
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CHI OM EGA 'S
SPA GHE TTI DIN NER
"All you can eat." .

~r

*All proc eeds go to char ity*
Date:
Time:
Place:

Sunday, Feb 28, 1993
1:00 -7:00 PM
Chi Omeg a
1607 North Pine

Tickets: $3.50 in advance
$4.00 at the door
Meal inc!udes:

t
t

Wh o will not be the 199 3 - 94 R.A .'s?
Any one who
does n't turn
their appli cation in by Feb.
19 at 4:00 p.m.
Don 't get left
out because you
miss ed
the
dead line!

Spagh etti, Italia n
Salad , Garlic Bread ,
Drink & Desse rt

Ask any Chi- O for tick ets or
call Chi Ome ga at 364- 8989
to rese rve tick ets.

t
t
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TH E NAVY NU CL EA R TEAM

t
t

t
t

t
,t

What in the World are
You Waiting For?

t
t
t
t
t
t

RECRUITER
On Campus
Thursday, Feb. 25

9:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m .
Centennial Hall
University Center - East
For more information,
call 1-(800) 255-4121

For more information, call 1'-800-255-4121.

..~-------------------------

~.n

Get your start in nuclear power
where nuclear power got started. In the
U.S. Navy. The Navy operate s more
than half of all the nuclear reactors in
the United States. Being on the Navy
Nuclear Team puts you in an elite
group. If you qualify, you can start in
the Navy Nuclear Propuls ion Officer
Candida te Program and earn up to
$35,000 before you graduat e. The Navy
will pay you as much as $1,200 a month
piUS bonuses , and you'll never have to
attend a dri ll or even put a uniform on
until after graduat ion.

To qualify you must meet these
requirem ents:
• Have comple ted sophom ore year,
majorin g in enginee ring, chemist ry,
science or math.
• Ha'le a minimu m 3.0 GPA.
• Have comple ted a' mathem atics
sequenc e through integral calculus.
• Have comple ted one year of
calculus-based physics.
• Meet the Navy's physical standard s.
• Be no more than 26 Y2 years old
at the time of commis sioning .
• Be a United States citizen.

For More Information Call
1-800-322-6289 in IL, 1-800-446-6289 in MO

V OFFICER
l' I
N·ftA'tT

You and the Navy .
Full Spe ed Ahe ad.
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College students: Using fewer drugs, but still drinking
CPS
SOURCE

College students arc using fewer
illicit drugs, but drinking - especially
binge drinking - is holding steady,
according to an annual survey of student drug usc.
The University of Michigan's
Institute for Social Research survey
was conducted in 1991, and also includes the drug habits of high school
students and young adults, which arc
in scpcrate reports. The sample for the
college student rmdings was 1,410
respondents who were full-time students attending four- or two-year institutions.
In usc of drugs, 29.2 percent of
the respondents reported using any
illicit drug, including marijuana, in
1991, down from 33.3 percent in 1990.
With marijuana factored out, 13.2
percent of the students used illegal
drugs in 1991, compared with 15.2
percent in 1990.
"In 1991, we saw a continuation
of the longer term gradual decline in
the proportion of all three populations
involved in the use of any illicit drug,"
the report said. Researchers found that
media reports about the danger of
drugs, especially cocaine and crack
cocaine, were instrumental in bringing
some of the statistics down indrug-use
categories.

"We believe that the particularly
intense media coverage of the hazards
of crack cocaine ... likely had the effect
of 'capping' that epidemic early by
deterring many would-be-users and by
motivating many experimenters to
desist usc," the re rt states. " ... the

(Cleveland Browns defensive back)
Don Rogers."
Among the major rmdings include:
Twenty-nine percent of the college students had used an illicit drug,
down from 56.2 percent in 1980.

TATT

hazards of cocaine use received extensive media coverage in the preceding
year, but almost surely in part because
of the cocaine-related deaths in 1986
of sports stars (University of Maryland basketball forward) Len Bias and

Marijuana use dropped from 51.2
percent in 1980 to 26.5 percent in
1991. Daily use among college students fell from from 2.1 percent-in
1986 to 1.8 percent in 1991.

• ~ "In sum, the proportion of American college students who arc actively
smoking rrarijuana on a daily basis
has dlOppcd more ~an three-fourths
since 1980," the report said...
Between 1981 and 1991, heavy
drinking (five or more drinks in a row)
dropped only 0.8 percent for college
students, much less of a decline than
"
rates recorded for high school students
and 19- .t o 2,O-year-olds who arenat.in·
college. For the same! O-year period,
the measure for heavy ~
dropped by 11.6 percent for high
school seniors and 8.8 percent fOr the
non-college 19- to 20-year-olds.
It is interesting to conjecture
about why college students have ru>t
shown much decline in heavy driIiking.·
while their non-college peers and high

Wednesday, February 17,1993
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Archer, interim director of placement
and cooperative training at UMR.
Students are urged to bring their resumes to Career Day.
In addition, UMR students wanting tips on how to meet prospective
employers during Career Day may
view a new videotape available from
the UMR Career Placement and Cooperative Training Office. To view the
video, "How to make a Job Fair Work
for You," by the Middle Atlantic
Placement Association at George
Mason University, contact the placement office at 341-4343.

YOU HAVE FRIENDS WHO CARE
AT ...

BMrnRI:=E: 3~6
FOR HELP

215 IIrEST 8Ih SlREET

tl\JFllNG IiM'lANNED PR!:GNANcY

P.O. &OX 832

F~EcPREGHANCYTeSnNG

ROt.v.. M1SSOUR16~1

~

~

UMR hosts Spring Career Day

The University of MissouriRolla will hold Spring Career Day
from 9:30 p. m. Thursday, Feb. 25 , in
Centennial Hall of University Centereast on campus.
•
Career Day is designed to help
employers meet and recruit UMR students and recent graduates , says Jamie

RO

Marcia Ridley

The Seventh Gateway to Careen
Collegiate Job fair will be held from 9
Lm. to2 p.m. Friday, March 12, at the
Mark Twain Building on the University of Missouri-SI. Louis campus.
Approximately 100 employers
arc expected to attend the fair, hosted
by UM-SI. Louis and Mineral Area
College and supported by 45 colleges
and universities. The fair offers an
opportunity for you to meet with a
school senoirs have," the report said. variety of companies to interview for
"One possibility is thatcampuscs have entry-level positions. You may also
providcdsomeinsuiatiop..lOtheeffccts practice your interviewing skills and
0' changes in the drinkin. age laws,. obtain information about employment
Also, in college, underage'individuals opportunities.
arc mixed with peets w~ arc of legal
Advance registration may be
age topurchascakohol in away that is completed through your school's
no longer true in high schools andleSs placement office. Pre-registration is
true,pernaps, for those 19-22 who arc $5 and must be submitted by March I,
not in college." jobfairtimeis9a.m. t02p.m.0n-site
Daily drinking for college stu- registration is $10 andjob fair time is
dents has shown ·some decline since lOa. m. to 2 p. m. Free parking is
1984. In 1991, 4.1 p'erc~nt of the re- • available.
To better prepare yourself to
spondents drank daily, down from 6.6
meet employers, you may attend an
percent in 1984.
Cigarette smoking has dedined on-site orientation session at the Mark
somewhat. The daily smoking rate feU Twain Building, or view a video "How
from 18.3 percent in 1980 to 13.8 to Make a Job fair Work for You" in
percent in 1991.
your placement office.
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Rolla alumna to speak at banquet Aid

from page 2

6:30 pm ASQCI201 Eng. Mgt.

Ne'l'fs '
Services
SOURCE
A University of Missouri-Rolla
alwnna is 'the featured speaker at the
Association of Black Students' Annual African-American Heritage-Banquet on Saturday, Feb. 20.
The speaker, Norma Curby, is
business director for Monsanto
Chemical Co. of St. Louis. The banquet is at 7 p. m. in Centennial Hall of
the University Center-East.. _

Curby received a bachelor' s
degree in civil engineering from UMR
in 1972 and a master's degree in engineering management from UMR in
1978.
Banquet tickets may be purchased for $10 from' the UMR Minority Engiheeririg- pj-o~am, 107 Nor~Wood Hall, until Wednesday, Feb. 17.
Call 341-4212 for more inf~rmation.
The banquet has been an annual
event at UMR since 1965."Ii"is designed to climax activities .'during
African-American Heritage' Month
and to recognize the'efforts of People
wno made events possible: -

ARMY ENGINEER ASSOCIATION COLO-
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OFFERS SI,OOO Schola ..hip. Elegibility:

Seholan Award Fund. SporuorOd by Catcrpil-

S<lIl,

daugbt<r. or spouse of an

scholarship' awarded to worthy ful1·time dudents

.. One award per family

enrolled in degree programs in manufacturina:

.. Previoua award recipients are not elegible

.. Applicants must pos5CS. minimum apa of2.7S

University, Gale Bullman Multi-purpose Build-

See Cpt White, 310 Hanis: HaIl, for details and

.. Applicants must have completed. minimum of

ing.

application fortnl. Application deadline: March

30 credit bours

IS, 1993

Deadline: March 1,1993. More detail infonna-

8:00 pm Kappa Kappa Psi Meeting

tion in Student Financial Aid Office
SOCIE1Y OF AMERICAN MILITARY ENGI-

9:00 pm Newman Mass

NEERS FORT LEONARD WOOD POST

encourage students to graduate in the
traditional four-year period.
Owen Samuelson, vice president
for administration at Gustavus Adolphus College in St. Peter, Minn., said
students should look at the income
they would be losing by extending
their schooling beyond four years.
"Given what a student is paying
for college, why should an undergraduate degree be more than four
years?" Samuelson said. "They should
be able to do it in four years."

Board
Created from a proposal by Marc
Barmeier, Chris Scheiblhofer, and
Richard Warsnak, the Judicial board
was designed to allow Greek letter
organizations to be self-disciplining.
The Board will handle violations of
University policies as well as disputes
between fraternities or sororities. By
letting organizations be judged by
their peers rather than by the University, the Board will give students more
say in how problems are handled.
Charges are initiated in the Judicial Board by submitting a written
complaint to the Board. In order to be
reviewed, the complaint must be flied
within two weeks after the incident
occurred. If the board decides that a
hearing is in order after reviewing the
complaint, it will be conducted in a
manner similar to a legal trial. Instead
of a jury, the hearing will be decided
by the Judicial Body, a group· of 9
fraternity or sorority membclrs: If the

from page 1
Judicial Body feels that an organization is at fault, then sanctions will be
imposed against the organizations.
One of the main reasons that the
Judicial Board was created was because it was felt that the disciplinaty
action taken against Sigma Pi were 100
strict. It is obvious from the description of the judicial board that an attempt was made to prevent this problem from coming up in the future. The
guidelines for possible sanctions
stress that penalties should be fair and
, should be levied consistantly. It is
emphasized that sanctions should be
educational wherever possible. The
goal of the Judicial Board is 10 impose
penalties that make an attempt 10 educate the student or chapter involved so
that the violation will not be repeated
in the future.
The Judicial Board should start
accepting complaints within the next
two weeks.

~.n..~----------------------

The Myrtle and Earl Walk..- Seholanhlp,

SCHOLARSHIP 1993, offe" S500 scbol ...hip

through the SME Foundation will support schol-

Elegibility:

ar&hips awarded to worthy full-time students: at

• U.S. citizen

institutions, including accredited trade schools,

Need to do something to relieve some stress?Want

• Majoring in engineering or an engineering-

enrolled in a degree program in manufacturing
engineering and manufacturing engineering tech-

to learn how to shoot a gun safely? Come join the

related field

UMR Trap and Skeet aub in T-2 (the whit< build-

• Previous winners are ineligible

ing behind thelib",ry) at 3:30 every Fridary and

•

see what we're an about You don't have to have

year

Deadline: March 1, 1993 More detail infonna-

your own gun. Call Jeffrey W. Spencer at 341-

• Money to be used toward room and board.

tion in Student Fmancial Aid Office

8420 or lim David at 364-5684formore infonna-

tuition fees, or boob

M~t be a full-time student during

nology.
93-94 school

• Member of the iiMR SAME student chapt<r

• Applicants must posses a minimum gpe of 2.75

The WUIIom E. Weisel Scholanhlp Fund,

See Cpt. Whit<, 310 Harris Hall. for details and

through the SME Foundation will support schot-

application forms. Deadline: April 15, 1993

arsh.ips awanied to worthy full-time sDJdents

and every 2nd/4th Wed. of the month in G-I Rolla

tional. It has open enrollment, tuition
is $6,500 a year and most of its Undergraduates are first-generation college
students.
There were 430 students who did
not rerum for the fall 1992 term, Duff
said. They all had at least a "B" average and owed no money 10 the school.
The school sent out letters to them to
frnd out why they didn't return, and
Duff said most of them said they had to
take the term off to earn money.
However, many schools - especially small liberal arts instututions -

lar, through the SME Foundation will support

Association member

7:45 pm UMR men's basketball, Emporia State

Bldg. at 8:00 pm.

from page 1

FOUNDATION
The Caterpillar

enaineering and manufacturing engineering tech-

The Cycling Club will have a meeting on Feb. 2A

'College

EDUCATION

nololY·

tion. Everyone welcomel

UMR.

Igtheirrcsu,

SCHOLARSIIIPS(SME~

.. Must be fun-time student

Noday

(45 colleges
it offers ill
meet with I

NEERING

RIAL SCHOLARSIP AWARD,

.. Enterina: 2nd, 3rd, or 4th year

SClllipus.

1incn!AR.

SOCIETY OF MANUFACTURING ENGI-

NEL HAROLD M. BEARDSLEE MEMO-

• Best qualified

ChemEng

J employen

lfair,~1e1I
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seeking a c:areer in robotics/automated systems.
SOCIETY OF AMERICAN MILITARY EN-

• Applicants must pooses a minimum gpo of2.75

GINEERS FORT LEONARD WOOD POST

• Applicants must have completed a minimum of

SCHOLARStnP PROGRAM 1993, offe,.

30 credit bouts

SSOO scholarship. Elegibility:

• Citiz.eru: of Canada or the United States

ORDER OF THE DAEDDALIANS GATE-

• U.S. citizen

Deadline: March 1, 1993. More detail intonna-

WAY SCHOLARStnP PROGRAM Offers

• Majoring in engineering or an engineering-

tion in Student Financial Aid Office.

S2,000 scholarship. Elegibility:

related field

• GPA' s over 3.5 recommended

• Previous winners are ineligible

The Wa",. Kay Scholanhlp Fund, through the

• Demostrated interest in pursuing studies or

• Must be a full-time smdent during 93-94 school

SME Foundation will support scholarships

training in activities leading to career as a com

year

awarded to worthy full-time students enrolled in

missioned military pilot.

• Money to be used toward room and board.

degree programs in manufacturing engineering

See Cpt Whit<, 310 Harris Hall. for details and

milion fees , or books

and manufacturing engineering teclmology.

• Member Of the UMR SAME stlldent chapter

• Applicants: must posses a minimum &pa of 3.2

See Cpt. White, 310 Harris Hall, for details and

• Applicants must have completed a minimum of

application foans. Deadline: April 15, 1993

30 credit hours

Financial Aid

application fonns.

Must be Postmarked by:

March I, 1993

• Citizens of Canada or the United States
THE RETIRED OFFICERS ASSOCIATION
(TROA) FORT LEONARD WOOD CHAP-

ARMY EMERGENCY RELIEF SCHOLAR-

Deadline: March 1, 1993. More detail infonna-

TER off.,. scbolmhip for 1993 in the amount of

StnP AWARDS Elegibility:

tion in Student Fmancial Aid Office

S500. Elegibility:

• For dependent children of active duty, retired, or

• UnderJraduate or graduate students:

deceased soldietS

SIGMA NU TRISTAN G. PINZKE MEMO-

• Must be military officer or dependent of the

• Based on relative financial need

RIAL SCHOLARStnP, offe .. a scholanhip of

same

• Academic achievements &:. individual accom-

SI,OOO for the 93-94 year. It will be available to

• Must be recommended by a R.W TROA Chap-

plishments considered

\.Uldergraduate students enrolled in aoy field of

termember

• Minimum GPA of 2.0

Enaineerin, at UMR, maintaining a Cpa of 2.5,

• High school and UMR ttanscripts required

• U.S. citizen

and demonstrating leadenhip in campus and the

• Must be at least a half-time student

See Cpt Whit<, 310 Harris Hall. for details and

community. Application available in the Student

See Ctp. Whit< , 310 Harris Hall, for details and

application foans. Deadline: March 1, 1993

FInancial Aid office. G,I Parker Hall. Deadline:
February 19, 1993

application fonns. deadline: June 30, 1993

ARMED

FORCES

COMMUNICATIONS

BUDWEISER USO SCHOLARStnP PRO-

1993-1194 NEED ANALYSIS FORM NOW

GRAM 1993, offers scholarship. Elegibility:

AVA1LABLE. The Admissionsf.>tudent FInan-

(AFCEA) offers scbola"hip progrun for 1993.

• Dependent of an active duty member of US

cial Aid Office wishes to inform. that the 1993-94

AND

ELECTRONICS

ASSOCIATION

51,000 scholarship Elegibility:

Armed Forces

academic year need analysis fonn (Free Applica-

• u.s. citizen enrolled in ROTC

• Must have completed high school within thepast

tion for Federal Student Aid) is now available to

• Good moral character

four year.;

• Demonstrated academic excellence

• Must list sponsor's last three years of military

receive and complete. The need analysis form
must be completed to determine a students e1egi-

• Majoring in electronics, electrical or communi-

assignments

bility for the Federal Pell Grant, (For Missouri

cations engineering, mathematics, physics com-

• Requires a narrative

residents only). Federal Perkins Loan, University

puter science or technology, info mgtmt.

• Scholastic record will be considered a major

Loans, Fede",1 Stafford Loan (subsidized and

• Potencial to serve as an officer of the U.S. Anned

indicator

unsubsidized) the Federal PLUSf.>LS Loan, and

Fo."..

• Need is not a principal criterion

the Fed...1 College Work Study Program.

See Cpt White for detlils and application fonni.

See Cpt Whit<. 310 Harris Hall. for details and

Application deadline: March 15, 1993

application forms. Deadline: March 1, 1993

see Aid, page 17
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Quartet at Castleman AFROTC I Wesley Foundation busy
exchange
a success
Preforming
Arts
SOURCE

If you are looking for a relaxing,
fun-filled get away, you should try an
evening with the Turtle Island String
Quartet. I know what you are saying,
"A string quartet - fun?" YES - this is
no ordinary string quartet. Turtle Islanders play everything from Cole
Porter to Miles Davis. They play jazz,

but not ordinary jazz. They meld country, rock, folk , the classics and jazz to
fonn a uruque unclassifiable style all
their own. The Turtle Island String
Quartet has perfonned at concert halls
and jazz festivals all over the world.
They have received rave reviews
wherever they go, even Eric Clapton is
a fan. The Turtle Island String Quartet
will appear as part of the Campus
perfonning Arts Series, on Friday,
February 26 at 8prn in Castleman Hall.
Tickets are free to students and are
available now in Cashier's Office in
University Center - West.

Wesley
Foundation
SOURCE

AFROTC
SOURCE

Last weekend 33 women from
Coltie College travelled across the
state to attend UMR's Joint Forces
.:....:.=-...=-....:....:.-----.:...:--=...:....-----~---------_i dance, sponsored by the Anny Stone-

Goatee

from page 10

----------------------------1
the tracks are there for your dancing
pleasure. Both "Something Good"
and "What Can You Do For Me~ have
recieved airplay and really stand out.
The Utah Samts are a bit more
accessible thanhardcore techno which
helps explain the success they have
already had. It's a fmc album for those
who like techno, and a great transition
between pop and techno for those who
haven't turned on to techno. Oh yeah,
so you don't get confused, there is also
a mini-album called Something Good
which contains 7 tracks including
versions of "Something Good" and
"What Can You Do For Me".
HEY YOU!!!
Special Live Broadcast on the
Captain Goatee Radio show1 On Friday, February 19 at 5:00pm, Sidio and
Hall will be live in studio on KMNR
89.7FM. Should be a lot of fun.

Tyranny
Bernard Summeren guitar, also filling
the vacant vocalist position, Peter
Hook on bass and Stephen Morris
playing drums. A new member, Gillian Gilbert, was added on keyboards.
From the first three drumbeats on
"Love Vigilantes," "Low-Life" captured me with New Order's sense of
melody, rhythm and sometimes offthe-wall lyrics. "The Perfect Kiss"
follows, and is one of their most wellknown songs. (It was also included on
the 1987 remix/greatest hits collection, "Substance.")
"Sub-Culture" is New Order at its
best. This version far outdoes the mix
included on "Substance." It is a dance

Farm
ducks on my pond named Donald and
Savannah. I can eat duck soup and
other exotic french dishes every once
in awhile. The first year I will have to
eat a lot of vegetables from my garden
as well as hunt wild animals more;
because until my animals reproduce
once, enabling me to eat one of them ,
I will have to preserve their kind on my
fann. I need to plant a very ruce garden
so I can have fresh vegetables most of
the time. I will plant tomatoes, potatoes, radishes, lettuce . carrots, string
beans, and sunflowers in my garden.

Suggested Concerts:
The ViclrOs: Feb. 19 and 20, The New
Beat (Rolla) - Guitar blues
Brenda Kahn opening for Jude Cole:
Feb. 25, MiSSISSIPPI
Nights (St. Louis) - upbeat folk
Trout Fishing in America: Feb. 26, Off
Broadway (St. Louis) - The short
and tall in folkrock
Sidio and Hall: Feb. 26, The Blue
Heron Rookery (Rolla) - Folk and
blues from Rolla

Are you frustrated with studying
all night and sitting in classes all day?
United Ministries in Higher Education
at the WESLEY FOUNDATION will
help you. The students at Wesley
invite you to climb out of bed at 7 :30
a.m. on Saturday, March 20 (it is possible), come for breakfast and flex
your muscles on a woodcut for LOVE

(Local Organizations for Various
Emergencies). When people have
fallen upon hard times need wood to
heat their I:omes, you will know you
helped provide that wood!
Want another opportunity to have
fun with other students and do something to love your neighbor? Give up
a few days of Spring Break to travel to
a Cherokee Mission in Oklahoma to
help repair elderly Cherokee's homes.
We only have room for 12 students so
hurry and call us at 364-1061. We'll
be leaving on Friday evening, March
26 and returning to Rolla on Tuesday
evening, March 30.

henge Battallion and the 442nd Air
Force ROTC Cadet Group. The theme
was thatofa World War II USO dance.
Due to the overwhelming success of
this dance, students from both schools
are planning to make this an annual
event.
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The Goatee Rating System
10 - GO BUY IT NOW
9 - Great album, buy tomorrow
8 - Decent, buy it next week
7 - OK for the style, wait a month
6 - Wait until you're rich or bored
5-1 - landfIll material
o - So terrible, you must have it!
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song with an elastic tempo and tonguein-cheek lyrics:
"One of these days when you sit by
yourself,
You'll realize you can't shout without
someone else."
The album ricochets to an end with
"Face Up," an upbeat song about the
downside of relationships. Check out
"Low-Life," I think its New Order's
most solid work to date. A new album
is reportedly in ·the works, but the
members have a reputation for being
procrastinators. Depeche Mode also
has a new album coming out - supposedly there are no keyboards used on it.
An interesting concept ....
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from page 7
Vegetables are my friend . On one side
of my garden I will have a strawberry
patch, on the other side I will have a
small com field . In the middle of my
com field I will have a small marijuana
patch 's o that I won't get bored while I
tend to the chores of my fann . In the
barn I need to have a small speaker
system set up so I can have some music
to listen to when I get up at five in the
morning to check my animals. Also, at
rught I will treat the animals to a wide
assortment of quiet continuous back
ground music. My fann will be great.
I will love my fann.

This weekend SUB continues the
Valentine's day-ish revelries with two
more movies: ~ and ~
cess Bride. ~ is not a movie that
shows how Seattle based bands ( such
as Soundgarden and Pearl Jam) came
into being from the breakup of Mother
Love Bone, it is about how people fmd
each other through the loss of a good
friend (sort of like a serious ~
QllID. But don ' t worry. there are
songs from your favorites such as
Alice In Chains and Pearl Jam. And as

a special bonus (for ali you 90210
warma bees) Matt Dillon is on the big
screen again. Singles will be shown at
ME 104 on Friday and Saturday at 7:00
p.m.
The second movie is The Princess
Bride, one of the best movie comidies
ever made. If yo u have never seen this
movie ( Where have YOU been
buddy?) you better hurry up and see it!
(It's like a comming of age thing,
getting a speeding ticket, shooting
bottle rockets at cars , or sticking your
tounge to an ice-cold metal pole on a

'Clliilncltd>

dare, everyone does it at least once.)
The rest of us all know the story:
Darling Westly' s ship is attacked by
the Dred Pirate Roberts (Who as we all
know never takes prisoners), Buttercup is to marry Prince Humperdink,
and Indigo Mantoya, Fezzick, and
Vicini enter into the sacred and time
honored art of starting w ars. In other
words he' s killed, she 's kidnapped but
it all works out in the end . The Princess
Bride is shown at ME 10-1 19:00 p.m.
on Friday and Saturd ay SI " ntID'sor
a lot of Sash is required
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First priority for the 93·94 year will be given

Scholarship. contact Maureen Heffernan, Man-

to those &tudents whose need analysis Conn is re-

ager, Chapter Relations at ADM headquarters,
1100 Wayne Avenue, Suite 1100, Silver Spring,

ceived by Much 31, 1993. The forms can be
obtained outside the front door of the Sudents
Fmancial Aid Office, G-l Parker haJl.

to have
dosome•
1 Give up
otraVel to
,ahema to
ishomes,
:Udentsso
il. We'll
Ig,March
1Tuesday

ASM INTERNATIONAL COSTAL BEND
CHAPTER, The Costal Bend Chapter of ASM
International (American Society for Materials)
will award a SI,OOO scholarsHip to a sec.ond of
hleher yearstudent pursuing a four-year Bachelor
of Science Degree in materials, science, metallur-

Minority Scholarship

for Study Abroad

Offered. Applications for the third annual
American institute For Forel," Study. Colleae

Division Minority Scholarship for the fall 1993
semester are now being accepted. The scholarship

cwriculwn is in surface science sUbjects: Agradu·
ate student may be elegible for an AESF scholar·

SC«O'LA'RS IDP Applications to the Roy M ,
McBride Student Loan/Scholarship are now

ship award ifhe-orshe has completed an accred·

available. The fund will provide 57 awards of
$2000 each. Each award is to consist of 50%
scholarship and 50 % loan.

ited undergraduate program in chemistry... chemi·
cal engineering, environmental engineering, met-

• recipients shall be juniors or seniors who are
progressing satisfactorily towards a baccalaureate

allurgy or material~ science and is enrolled in a
graduate program leading to a master's or Ph. D.
degree.

degree in engineering
• be per5Ons... ~f good character, 'high integrity. and
common sense and have good sense of applied
engineering

nologies, scholarship. achievement, motivation

The soholanhip which is applicable on fall
1993 sanester AIFS programs in Austria. Britain,

and potential. Awarda are not necessarily based

• stude:nt$ who received an award this year will
need to reapply to be considered of a 93-94 award.

upon financial need. Applications must be postmarlted by April 15, 1993 in order to be consid-

Applications may be picked up in the Student
Fmancial Aid Office, 0 ·1 Parleer Hall. Com·

CIDI, Asian-Americans and

Pacific Islanders who

• Selection of the aclIolanhip ",iriite, will iii
made baaed on the fulfillment of the Pl'Olram

• a cumulative gpa of 3.0
• must also have fmancial need

ered for the 199),,94 academic year.

pleted application along with academic transcript

For more inConnatiM and/or applications
contact the Student Fmancial Aid Office, G·l

should be submitted to Ibe Offic<: of the Dean of

ParleerHall.

an: turmttly enrolled IS undCfl'ldUl ....

Engineering or to the Office of the Dean of the

School of Min.. and Metallurgy.
Application deadline: March I, 1993

requirements. fmancial need, academic accom-

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF WOMEN IN
CONSTRUCTION ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

plishment, demonstrated leadenltip ability, e~tra.

CHAPTER 38. TheSLLcuisNAWICisoffering

SIUPS

curricular activities and a written statement by the

a scholarship to women and men who are pum!.
ing degrees in fields related to the construction
industry. This scholaflhip does not apply to first

Beta Pi Association, a national engineering honor

applicant concemina the objectives forwantins: to
study abroad.
The College Division of the American institute For Foreign Study is a nationwide ofJaniza·
lion that provides comprehensive overseas study
and tmvel programs.

Since the company was

founded in 1964. over .500,000 students and
teacIt... have participated in programs in Europe,
Australia, Asia, M..ico and Russia.

DeadIIM:

Aprtl15, 1993.

Applications

forms and further information may be obtained
by wOtinS: Minority Scholarship, American 10Iliute For Foreign Study, Colleae Division. 102
Greenwich,
06830 or by calling (800) 727-

cr

2437.

Application mwt be postmad<ed by Aprlll,
1993. Applications available in the Student financial Aid Office.

to students who have demonstnted outstanding
potential duriog their freshman year in the field of

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF WOMEN IN
CONSTRUCTION THE GREATER KANSAS

0Be CUrmttly enrolled at UMR

CITY, MO. The Greater Kansu City, Missouri
Scholarship Foundation is offerinS scholarship'

.Be a full-time undergraduate engineering stu·
dent (including Engineerin& Management and

to students pursuing a ca~r in the construction

Enaineering Mechanics)

industry.

.Have completed between 30 and 59 credit hours
.Have a minimmn 3.5 cumulative GPA

Application mu5t be postmarked by March
31,1993. Applications available in the Student

be was a pioneer in the development of modem
microfilm technology I i applied by busineu. The

SIDP FllND. This Scholarship will be awarded to
a student who has attended UMR for at least one
year and who is from Rolla, Missouri area (Phelps

lIy contest with a $5,000 prize.

and adja~ent counties),
This scholarship is in the amount ofSl ,OOO.

,a5 wcall

The essay topic, chosen each year on an aspect of the field of infonnation and image man·

I, Butter·

agement, requires significant commitment on the

,pe;dink'

part of the student to resean::h and write.

\ck, and
and time
In other
lppedbut

minimun grade point average of 3.0 is required.

full·time students, from high schools seniors to
college. The scholarship recipient is hono~d ~t..
the Annual AIIM Banquet.
r' " ., '10 I
For more information on the John: P. Eager

....

Forms are available at the Fmancial Aid Office

( Deadline to ...urn fonllS is Monday March 22,
ROLLA LIONS CLUBIVANCE SCHOLAR·

and there are some limita1ions in the range of a
college major. Otherwise, the contest is open to

engineering. Applicants should meet the follow-

in, criteria:

abJp. This scholarship is to honor John P. Eager,

A

The Missouri·Beta(UMR) n apter of the Tau
society, is currently accepting applications for its
fall scholarships. These scholarships are awarded

FUlancial Aid Office.

Edgar Scholarship iI a minimum 2,s00·word es·

TAU BETA PI FRESHMAN SCHOLAR·

year students.

1btJoItn P. Eaaor Educadon Trust F\md SchoIor·

~

ROY M. MCBRIDE STUDENT LOANI
!

in swdy abroad programs.

Ibe soholanhip will be accepted from African·
Americans, Hispanic-Americans. Native-Ameri-

l:(X) p·m.
1tID'sol

1993

A ward selections will be based on, but not
limited to: carr:erinterest in 5Urface fmidling tech-

room, board and round trip fare. Applications for

E!i¢

Applications available in the Student Fmancial

is being offemi in an effort to help increase the
participation of ethnic minority college students

Fnnce.ltaly. Mexico and Spain, includes tuition,

\Stance.)
hc stol)':
acked by

recomendation as noted

Aid Office. Application Deadline: March 15,

ates. An undergra d u atestu ~ent may ~ppl.y fo r any
academic year when he or she will be,of at least
ing, environmental ~aineering, metallurgy or
materials-science, program where the focus of the

l~ter of

on the application form

Wliversity or college undergraduat es and gradu-

jwtior standinginachemistry, chemi~lengineer-

S~den; F m:ciaIAidO r.

• must submit a

Society (AESF) offers scholarship programs.
The AESF is offering separate scholarships for

mechanical engineering. This scholarship will be

fice. Deadline: April 1,1993

• must submit at least one writing sample

American Electroplate rsand Surface Finish ers

gical engineering. or a materials science option to
awarded for the 93·94 academic year. Al?plica.

~

sionaijoumalist, is offering a S250 scholarship to
• student planning to enter the field of journalism.
• applicants mtnt have completed at least one year

Maryland 20910, 301/587· 8202, FAX 301/587·
27 11.

of study at a Missouri college or university.

tions availvable in the

I

. MISSOURI PRESS WOMEN, INC. Missouri
Press Women. Inc., an organization of profes-

• a minimum of a 3.0 grade point avemge must
have been attained

1993 )

THE MJD.WEST CONCRETE INDUSTRY
BOARD EDUCATIONAL FUND
The MCIB Educational Fund was established to
provide financial assistance to college engineer·
ing students pursing a B.S. or higher degree that
includes concrete and concrete design courses as

• applicants must be a ftlll·time student at UMR
• fmancial need will be considered
• other monetary awards or scholarships earned

an integral part of their degree progn.m. Note
should be taken of the residency requirements as

by the applicant will be considered

shown on the application. The Fund will grant one

• this scholarship is renewable

52000 scholarship this ~a ll. Application available

AppliCations avai lable in the Student Fmancial

at the Student FmancialAid Office.

Aid Office. Application Deadllne:·~.p~ ll,I993.

Appllcat,ton deadlin e:

~------------------------

April 30, 1993
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Solutions from your Apple Campus Reseller:
a full Macintosh line for all your needs.

You'~ not th~ only

onewhds carrymg alot of
units this semester.
Right now, your Apple Campus Reseller has the most affordable new
lineof full-featured Macintosh"computers ever. There's the Apple"Macintosh
Color Classic· - a solid performer at a remarkable price. The Macintosh
LC III, which runs 50"10 faster than its top-sellingpredecessor, the LC II. And,

for even more power, the Macintosh Centris~ 610. See these new computers
todayat your Apple Campus Reseller. Where you'll get special student pricing,
as well as service during college: And experience the powerof Macintosh .• It
The power more college students choose.The power to be your best~
•

For further information contact Ben St:rehlman

at 114 Mathematic Computer Science Building. 341-4841
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Permanent Employment .
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INTERVIEW DATE:
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March 22, 1993
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IPllO' IROftIU

501 North Broadway
St . Lout.. KO 63102
Attn: Hr. Charles Marsh

LUll IROTQU CQKPAIJ

NUKBER OF SCHEDULES:
1lAJ0RS:
pOSITION:

1
8S in computer Science
programmer, Train •• , Aaacelate Programmer
Senior ProqrallUler
St. Louis
December 92 , May 93 Grad.

IDCATION:
INTERVIEWING:
KINIKUK G.P.A .:
CITIZENSHIP:

2.2

DEApLINE FOR WRNING IN RESUMES'

INTERVIEW DATE:

February 24, 1993
March 18, 1993

1400 Pennsylvania Company
st. Louis, MO 63133
Attn: Hr. lUrk A. Young
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
1lAJ0RS :
pOSITION:
IDCATION:
INTERVIEWING:
KINIKUK G.P.A.:
CITIZENSHIP:

BS, Mechanical, Electrical , Chemical Enqr .
Supervisor, Proce •• Enqr . , Project Enqineer
St. Louis, MO
Kay , July 93 grads
3.0

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES'

March 4,

INTERVIEW DATE:

March 25, 1993

1993

~

Drawer B, 1000 Explorer Boulevard
Huntsville, AL 35814-5050
Attn: Ks. Debbie K. Hupfer
Human Resource Assistant

1IO.-PIUI8CUDBO - OPO 8IOII-lIP
WOOQIMD CLml

NUKBER OF SCHEDULES:
IlAJORS:
pOSITION:

1

PhD in EE, Physics, Math, Comp Sci,
Entry to mid-level Electrical Enqr. , Computer
Science Applications of e1ectromaqnetics, control
theory, tligita1 electronics, communications,
electro-optics and software engineering
Huntsville, AL , Fort Walton Beach, FL
85, MS ,

IDCATION:
INTERVIEWING:
KINIKUK G.P.A.:
CITIZENSHIP:

PEAPLINI

4582 S. Ulster Street
Suite 600
Denver, CO 80237
NUKBER OF SCHEDULES:
IlAJORS :

es, MS, , PhD in Environmental, Chemical and Civil
Engine.ring, Geoloqy and Hydroqeoloqy
Staff Enqineer, Staff Geoloqist, and Staff
Environmental Scientist
Nationwide
May and July 93 grads

pOSITION:
3. 0

U.S.

FOR TtJRNING IN RESUMES;

INTERVIEW DATE:

February 24, 1993
March 19, 1993

IDCATION :
INTERVIEWING:
KINIKUK G. P.A . :
CITIZENSHIP :

IHTPVIgw

SIGN-UP

3. 0

Authorized to work full-time in the U.S.

PATE

INTERVIEW DATE:

&. O. IIlIft

DftUL8 IIO'r &VULUU &~ OIl ~DIII

531 North 4th Street
Tipp City. OH 4537l
INTERVIEW DATE:

Fe bruary 25, 199)
March 18, 199)

C&llCIILL&UO••
nOBll&I. BI_.'f &DIlI.I1n&~IO.
Dft!. AIa 81'8ft118 COIDI&JID

Karch 18, 1993

---------------------------------------~ ...

--------- ...------------------------

----------------------------~----------------------------------------------

Co-op Employment
Interview
FebruAry

1993 CO-OR Sign-ups

dote'

March

1993

"0

CO-OP EKPIDYKENT OPpORTUNITIES - PAGE

Interviewing :

Sign-up location'

3030 NOnlood Hall
Co-op Office

Requirements : 2.5 GPA or above .
Academic level of applicants: at least 60 credit
hours completed at the e nd of the present semester.

Sign-up hour.;

8:00 am - 11:30 am
1: 00 pm - 40: 15 pm

Addition. and/ or change. to the co-op
interview .chedu1e. will be posted in
the co-op offic ••

•• **. * ** **. * ***. * ••• *•• *. **. *. * •••• *•• *. *

~.z ~------------~~--------

Engineering Management,
MechaniCAl

start work summer 93
Sign-up datI ;

..

Tuesday'

BROWN SHOE COKPANY
Work locations: steelville and Piedmont,

Tuesday

FIb

16

199'

1 schedule - 13 interview openinqs

co-op Continued
ELECTROSPACE SYSTEMS INC. - A CHRYSLER COMPANY

watlow Electric
St. Louis, Mis s ouri

Richardson, Texas

Interv iew ing:

Mechanical Engineers

Interviewing:

Computer Science )
Electrical Engineers

Requirements :

J. 0 CPA or above.

Requirements:
required .

3.0

Turn in resumes j

Tuesday

Feb .

16

GP~

or above.

US Citizenship

1993

RESUMES ONLY. Co-op applications only. Company will
not be interviewing on campus . Students will be
notified directly from Watlow if they are interested
in interviewing you.

lIP. * * ._ ... * •• * ..... * * •••• _. * _.

(Dallas Texas area)

*. *•• * *.. *... _. *.

Note: per company instructions - students are
responsible tor own housing arrangements. They will
prov ide apartment guides.
Turn in resumes'

Thursday

Feb

18

1993

RESUMES .ONLY. Co-op applications only . Company will
not be interviewing on campus, Students will be
notitied directly trom Electrospace Systems it they
are interested in illterviewing you.
.

- ** **. ** _._. *. _. - *••• *•• - - *_•••• -- _•• _._*

Intexyi ew date ;

Wednesday

MarCh 3

1993

IBM T . J. WATSON RESEARCH CENTER

Yorktown Heights and Hawthorne, New York
ADVANCED CIRCUITRY DIV LITTON INDUSTRIES

Interviewing:

Springfield, Missouri

Interviewing:

Electrical and Mechanical
Engineers

Requirements:
2.5 GPA or above. Academic level of
applicants : at least 30 credit hours completed at the
end of the present semester.

Start work summer 93
Sign-up date;

Wed.

Math , Chemical Engineers , Chemistry ,
Civil Engineers, Computer Science,
Electrical Engineers, Mechanical
Engineers , Metallurgical Engineers

Requirements: 3 . 0 GPA or above , Academic level of
applicants: at least 30-59 credit hours completed at
the end ot the present semester .
start work summer 93
Turn in resumes:

Feb

17

Tuesday , Feb

23

1993

1993

2 schedules - 20 interview openings

** *** ** ••• * ••••••• * ••••••••••••• ••• * ••• *.

RESUMES ONLY. Co-op applications only . Company will
not be interviewing on campus. Students wi ll be
notitied directly trom IBM is they are interested in
interviewing you.

-_ ••• --. * -- - _. _.- ** --*"- -** -- *. - -- -* •• - -**

OLIN CORPORATION

Independence, Missouri
COOPER POWER SYSTEMS

Interviewing:

Chemical, Computer Science, Electrical,
Mechanical, Non Science Engr.

Frankaville , Wisconsin
Interviewinq:

Requirements :

2 . 8 GPA or above .

start work summer 93
Turn in resumes'

Wed.

Feb

17

Electrical Engine.ra

Requirements : 3.5 GPA or above. Academic level ot
applicants: at least 30-59 credit hours completed at
the end ot the pre.ent .emester.
1993

start work tall 93

RESUMES ONLY . Co-op applicatiQns only . Company will
not be i nterviewing on campus. Students will be
notitied directly trom Olin it they are interested in
interviewing you .

••• *•• * ••••• * ** •••• *'If •• * *.*.* •• *•••• * * ***

Turn in resumes '

Tuesday

Feb

23. 1993

RESUMES ONLY . . Co-op appl.!cati'ons only. Company will
not be interviewing on campus. Students will be
notitied directly trom Cooper Power it they are
interested in interviewing you .

• *. **--* _•• *. - ** -* ••• -.** -**.* •• **** * _•• *

WOLF CREEK NUCLEAR OPER. CO .

Burlington, Kansas

Interview date '

Interviewing :

US GYPSUM

Nuclear Engineers

Requ irements : Academ ic level at applicants: at least
60 credit hours completed at the end ot the present
semester . Be authorized tor permanent or tUll-time
employment in the US tor other than practical training.
work June 1 , 1993 through December 31,
Turn in resumes '

Thursday

Feb

18

199~

Wed.

March 10

1993

Southard , Oklahoma and Sperry, Iowa
Interviewing:

Mining Engineers
Mechanical Engineers
Engineering Management

Requ i rements:
2.5 GPA or above, Academic level of
applicants : at least 60-89 credit hours completed at
the end ot the present semester .

1993

RE SUMES ONLY. Co-op applica tions o nly . Compa ny wi l l
not be interviewing on campus . Students will be
notitied directly trom Wolt Creek it they are interested in interviewing you .

• * •• **_ •• **.- **-** ___ • ___ *____ *_* *__ *•• *

"r

Sign-yp date'

Wednesday

1-1/ 2 schedules -

.*..

•• *•• *

Feb

24

1993

18 interview openings

*.* * *. *•• *~. _. *••• * *•• -•• * _•• **

Co-op Continued
Morcb

IBM CORPORATION

Burlinqton, Vermont
Intervi.wing:

Chemical Engineers
Chemistry
Electrical Engineers
Mechanical Engineers
Physics

Requirements:

none listed

Turn in resumes'

Wed.

Fob

24

YOO lIDS., DI BlqXIUUD .ITI
IIOI-OP ro8 InIRUD',

Sign-up location;

m

PAG. 1
co-OP OffICI IlroU JOU C;U

3030 Norwood Hall

Co-op Office
i;jSol.1g;gnn-;:JuWP;z....Ihl<o"'ULI;rll
• .i.·_ _ _ 7:45 am - 11:15 am
1:00 pm - 4:00 pill

1993

RESUMES ONLY. Co-op applications only. Company will
not be interviewing on campus . Students will be
notified directly from IBM it they are interested in
interviewing with you .

. ..... .................................
_

1993 Co-op Sign-ups

co-op BlU'LOnIBIft OPPOH1IIIlTIBS -

..................._------_ ......._._ .... .... ._..... .._.

Additions and/or changes to the co-op interview schedules
will be posted in the co-op otfice.

_

__

_

_

ARKANSAS BEST

ISHIDA AEROSPACE RESEARCH,

Ft . Smith, Arkansas
Interviewing:

Computer science

Requirements:
3.75 or above.
manent resident visa.

us citizenship or per-

Wed

Feb. 24

Interviewing:

Aerospace Engineering

Requirements:

J. 0 GPA or above .

start work summer or tall 1993

Start work summer or tall 9 J
Turn in resumes'

INC.

Ft. Worth, Texas

Turn in resumes'

1993

RESUMES ONLY. Co-op applications only. Company will
not be interviewing on campus. Students will be
notified directly from Arkansas Best if they are
interested in interviewing you .

Monday

March

1993

RESUMES ONLY. If you are interested in co-op employment with
the above company, turn in a copy ot your co-op resume to the
co-op office on the above date . Company will contact you if
they are interested in interviewing you.

._._ ................_...... _.......... _.- .. _........ _.....

YOO 1m8T DB Rl!GIS'l'ERED WITB TlIB CO-OP OI'I'ICB BEI'OU
YOO CAlI SIGN-UP I'OR INTERVIEWS.
REGISTER URLY.

SIGMA CHEMICAL COMPANY

NOTE:

To participate in co-op you must meet the
following requirements:
enroll and pass 12 credit hours - full-time
status, 6 credit hours in the summer

St. Louis , Missouri
Interviewing:

Chemistry majors

Requirements:
2.7 GPA or above. American Citizen or must
hold a green card.

semester and overall gpa must be at least
a 2. 0

start work summer 93

not be on scholastic probation

Turn in resumes;

work schedules approved : summer and fall
t<:>gether, spring and summer together, alternatlng work/ school, work/school, etc. SCHEDULE

RESUMES ONLY . Co-op applications only . Company will not be
interviewing on campus. If you would like to be considered
for co-op employment wi th the above company, please turn in a
copy of your co-op resume on the above date. You will be
notified directly from the company if they are interested in
interviewing you _
.
_ _

NOT APPROVED:
WORK FALL AND SPRING TOGETHER.
YOU MUST NOT BE AWAY FROM CAMPUS FOR A FULL
YEAR, SUCH AS A FALL AND SPRING SEMESTER

TOGETHER .

THIS WILL NOT BE CALLED CO':'OP.

Wed.

..

Morch 3

_._._._ _._ .... ........

1993

.... ...........................

WORKING JUST SUMMERS IS NOT CO-OP.

March list will be available Friday, Feb. 19 .
Please let the Co-op Office know immediately
of any acceptance of an offer.

Interview date '

Tuesday

March

1993

ALCO CONTROLS

I n terviewing : Math, Chemical Engineers, Chemistry, Computer
science, Electrical Engineers, Mechanical Engineers, Phyaics,
and Management systems

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

Interviewing:

Mechanical Engineers
Computer science

Requirements: 2.0 GPA or above . Juniors for Computer
Science Schedule - freshman or above for Mechanical
Engineer schedule
Sign-up date '

Tuesday

February 16

1993

2 schedules - I-M . E. - 10 interview openings
l-C.Sc. - 10 interview openings

.........................................

~117"""~"~--~----------~-~-~-------------

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF STANDARDS • TECHNOLOGY

Gaithersburg, Maryland

Requirements:
2 . 0 GPA or above . US Citizenship. Complete
government form 171 (pi ck up from co-op office on turn-inresume date)
Turn in resumes:

Wed

March 3

1993

RESUMES ONLY. co-op applications only. Not interv iewing on
campus. It you would like to be considered tor co- op
employment with the above agency , turn in a copy o f your
co-op resume on the abov e date. You .... ill be notified
directly trom the agency if they a re int erested in interviewi ng you .

..........................................................

Co-op Continued
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY - IDAHO FIELD OFFICE
Idaho Falls, Idaho '

ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Springfield, Illinois

Interviewing:

Interviewing: Chemical Engineers, Chemistry, Civil Enqineerlng(Environmental), Geology, Geological Engineering,
Geophysics, Mechanical Engineers, Nuclear Engineers, Physics

Civil Engineers

Requirements : 2.4 GPA or above. Academic level ot ':applicants: at least 60 credit hours completed at the end ot the
present semester : us citizen . or work permit

Requirements:

start work summer 9 J
Turn in resumes'

Thursday

2 . 0 GPA 'or above.

Turn in resumes:
March

tUesday

March

1993

RESUMES ONLY. Co-op apPlicat"ions only. C~mpany will not be. .
interviewing on campus.
If you would like to be considered
for co-op emploYment with the above agency, turn in a copy ot.

1·993

RESUMES ONLY . Co-op applications only . Company will not be
interviewing on campus . If you would like to be considen~d
for co-ap employment with the above company, please turn 1n a
copy ot your co-op "resume on the above date. You will be
notified directly , trOm the company it they a,re interested in
interviewing you .
'_
"
:

~~~~c~~;:~;~~~~~: ,~~m~~~y a~~v~h~;t:~e r~~e~!!~e~e i~oi*~!~~'

..........................................................

viewing -you :

.........•................................................

"

~'.

'" ,

"

;" ,

.

'~

'I. . ,

',\'

Interview dote'
IBT INC.

Monday

March 22

1993

(FORMERLY SUNRISE/lAO)

Merriam, KS

(Kansas City)

Interviewing: Electrical Engineers, Mechanical Engineers,
and Engineering Management
PROTEIN TECHNOLOGIES

St. Louis, Missouri

'"

Interviewing:

Mechanical Engineers, Chemical E,ngineers, · '

RequiremeQts:

2.0 GPA or above.

..

Requirement~ :
3 . 1 GPA or above. USA Citizenship. Academic
level ot. , applicants: at least 50 credit hours completecl at
the end ot. the present semester.

start work summer or t.all 93
Sign-up date'

start work t.all 93
Turn in resumes'

;~'

'Thu.,rsday. March 4

-Tuesday

MArch

1993

..........................................................
1 schedule - 11 interview openings

1993 '

'

RESUMES ONLY.
CO,:OP ~PPLICATIONS , ONLY. - ' COMPANY WII+ NOT BE
INTERVIEWING ON CAMPUS,
STUDENTS WILL BE NOTIFIED DIRECTLY
FROM COMPANY IF THEY ARE INTERESTED IN INTERViEWING YOU •

............................................. ...........
~. ~

CARONDELET CORPORATION

Pevely, Missouri
Interviewing:

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

Atlanta, Georgia
Interviewing: Chemical Engineers, Chemistry, civil Engineers, Metallurgical Engineers , Computer Science, Geology,
Geological Engineers, Nuclear Engineers, Petroleum Engineers,
Management systems ,
Requ i rements:

2 .5 GPA o r above .

Turn i n resum es :

Th u rsd ay

Ma r c h

Metal'lurgical Engineers

Requirements:
3.0 GPA or above. Acaclemic level ot. appl icants: at least 30 credit hours completed at the end ot. the
present semester.

USA Ci tizens.
19 9 3

RESUMES ONLY. Co- op a ppl ica t ions onl y . Company wi ll not be
i nte rviewi ng o n c a mp us . If you would l i k e to be c o nsidered
f or c o- op e mp lo yment wi t h the above c ompany, please turn i n a
copy of y ou r c o - op resume on the abov e da te . You wil l be
notified di r ec t l y from the c ompa ny if th ey are i nt e r es ted in
i nt e rview in g you .

start work summer or t.all 93
TUrn in resumes'

Wed

March 10

1993

RESUMES ONLY . Co-op applications only . Company will not be
interviewing on campus. It. you would like to be considered
for co-op employment with the above company, turn in a copy
of your co-op resume on the above date.
You will be notified
directly from the company if they are interested in interv iewing you .

..........................................................

..........................................................

~~~f r;:.: ::;i e i pat . i n c o-op, you must me . t th. t.ol10winq
e nroll a nd pass 12 c re dit hour s - t.ull-ti m. a tatu . , ,
cra di t hour s in th e s umme r
s.m.s t e r an d ov. ral1 gpa mu s t b . a t leas t a 2 . 0
n ot b . on s cholasti c probation
I BM CORPORATION
Boca Raton, Flo r ida
Interviewi ng :

compute r science, Electrica l Eng ineers .
occa sio nal opening fo r Ar chit ectur a l / Civil
Engi n ee rs, Engi neer i ng Ma n a geme nt , and .
Me c ha n i c a l Engi ne ers - a nd Techn i cal Wr i t i ng ,

Re quir ements : non e 1 isted
sta rt wo rk summer o r fall 199 3
Turn in resumes '
Monday Marc h
1993
RESUMES ONLY . If i nterested in co-op employment wi th the
above company , turn i n a copy ot your co-op resume to the
co- op o t. tice on the abov e date. compa·ny wil l contact you
directly it they are interested in interviewing you.

•••••, .III.~Ii.·•• •••••••• ,. ~~" . ~ ...... ~~:a ~ ! •• ~.... . ~ ••••••••••• ~ •••••
. ", ' , '

work s chedules classit.ied as co-op:
summer and fall together
spring and summer together
a l ternating worlt/sehoo1, worlt/school, etc
schedule not elassit.ied aa eo-opt
work tall and sprinq toq.ther
workinq summ.rs on.l y

Additional companY "'llstinq .vi11 be ~.V~il~l. in the
co-op ott.iee. . '
.
Notit.y ' t~e Co-.o P ottic. bUII.diately if you accept ' •
co-op job ottar.
...

~

....

~---------------------

:::- -----~ -- -

UMR SPRING FILM SERIES
JANUARY 19 - NAKED GUN 2 Ill: TIlE SMELL OF FEAR
LESLIE NIELSON, PRISCILLA PRESLEY. Directed by David Zucker.
PG--1991. The team of Zucker, Abrahams, Zucker, and Proft is in top fonn
for the hilarious sequel to their 1988 hit. Led by inept Lt. Frank Drebin,
Naked Gun alumni Priscilla Presley, George Kennedy and O.J. Simpson
thwart a sinister plot that threatens the environment.

JANUARY 26 - INNOCENTS ABROAD
Directed by Les Blank. PG-1991. Americans traveling in Europe. The
mind boggles, pictures flash through one's brain: ugly Americans in Bermuda
shorts on big buses with an "if this is Tuesday, this must be Belgium" itinerary. And the reality? In this channing, insightful and yes, funny!, look at a
busload of American tourists, the archetypal images don't hold up. The film
explores in light-hearted and generally
sympathetic fashion European and
American stereotypes of each other
and ultimately update the oldfashioned cliches. A wonderful musical score, ranging from Dylan and
other folk standards to Chuck Berry,
gives the film color. (FILMMAKER
LES BLANK WILL BE IN ROLLA
FOR THIS SCREENING.)

MARCH 23 - PROSPERO'S BOOKS
JOHN GIELGUD, MICHAEL CLARK. Directed by Peter Greenaway.
R--1991. This free-flowing interpretation of Shakespeare's Tempest features
a thrilling perfonnance by John Gielgud as the exiled Prospero, who turns to
his beloved books and magical powers to conquer his enemies.
_

APRIL 6 - THE DOUBLE LIFE OF VERONlQUE
IRENE JACOB, PHILIPPE VOLTER. Directed by Krzysztof lGeslowski.
R--1991. Radiant newcomer Irene Jacob won the Best Actress Award at
Cannes for her stunning dual portrait of two identical young women, one
Polish and one French, who share a mystical bond they themselves can never
understand. French and Polish with English subtitles.

FEBRUARY 2 - AVALON
ARMIN-MUELLER STAHL, AIDAN QUINN . Directed by Barry Levinson. PG--1990. Oscar-winner Barry Levinson ~ Man, .fu!gW draws on
his childhood memories for this tender and humorous look at the coming together and growing apart of a Jewish family, over a 50-year span.

FEBRUARY 9 - THE LONG WALK HOME
SISSY SPACEK, WHOOPI GOLDBERG. Directed by Richard Pearce.
PG--1990. A proper Southern housewife and her quiet, unassuming maid
take a courageous stand against racism, oppression, and ignorance during the
Montgomery, Alabama, bus boycott.

FEBRUARY 16 - BOB ROBERTS
ROBBINS, GORE VIDAL . Directed by
Tim Robbins . R--1992. Tim Robbins (perhaps
the new Orson Welles) wrote, directed, and
starred in this darkly humorous political satire
about a folksinging senatorial candidate whose
charismatic smile masks a menacing, fascist
heart and stars in the title role and also wrote the
screenplay. Robbins skewers sanctimonious,
right wing candidates who hide behind the flag
while slandering their opponents - and the ratings-hungry telecasters who let
them' get away with it.

FEBRUARY 23 - I'VE HEARD THE MERMAIDS SINGING
SHEILA McCARTHY PAULE BAILLARGEON. Directed by Patricia
Rozema. PG-1987 .
shy young woman learns to believe in herself in this
wistful celebration of the unique importance of every individual. Patricia
Rozema' s impressive first film was awarded the Prix de Jeunesse at Cannes.

A

MARCH 2 - JOURNEY OF HOPE
NECMETTIN COBANOGLU. Directed by Xavier Koller. PG- 1990.
Based on a true story, Journey Qf Hope chronicles the heart-breaking strugoles of a Kurdish family who leave their farm in Turkey in search of a better
life in Switzerland. Winner of the Oscar for Best Foreig'n Film. Turkish,
Italian, and Gennan with English subtitles.

MARCH 16 - THE TIN DRUM
DAVID BENNENT. Directed by Volker Schlondorff. R--1979 . This Osca r-winning film tells the story of a boy who is terrified by the adult world of
sex , violence, and Nazism , and refuses to grow up. From the novel by Gunter Grass. German with English subtitles.

APRIL 13 - THE HORSE'S MOUTH
ALEC GUINNESS. Directed by Ronald Neame. PG--1958. Circums.tances
force down-and-out artist-hero Gulley Jimson to fight for the' one thmg he
really believes in--his art. From the novel by Joyce Cary.

APRIL 20 - LOOK BACK IN ANGER
RICHARD BUIITON, CLAIRE BLOOM. Directed by
Tony Richardson. PG-13-J959. Richard Burton gives a
dynamic perfonnance as an emotionally-wrought college
graduate who rejects middle-class dreams ~o operate a
candy stall in a local flea market. HIS Wlfe bears the
brunt of his anger and frustration, and because of it, their
marriage begins to fall apart. Based on the play by Academy Award winner John Osborne, Look Back ill Anger
heralded the advent of a generation of "angry young men"
in English cinema.

Look Back ,
In Anger

,,~

APRIL 27 - ROCKING HORSE WINNER
JOHN MILLS RONALD SQUIRE.
Directed by Anthony Relissier.
PG--J3-J949. One of the most off-beat, startling films of the fifties was also
one of the first D.H. Lawrence stories adapted for film. A ten-year-<Jld boy
learns how to pick winners at the racetrack while riding his rocking horse.
His attempts to help his spendthrift parents out of their debts ends in tragedy.

and
dlst

D

leac

Iron

MAY 4 - THE BRIDE WORE BLACK
JEANNE MOREAU. Directed by Francois Truffaut. PG-1968. Truffaut
pays homage to Hitchcock with this suspenseful story about a bride who
tracks down and murders the five men responsible for the accidental death of
her husband on their wedding day. French with English subtitles.

The UMR Film Series is supported in part by a grant from
the Missouri Arts Council.
Program Director is James Bogan, UMR Professor of Art
Season tickets: $20 (includes $1.17 tax)
Individual admission $3.00 (includes SO.18 tax)
- . ,..
Fee payable by check or cash.
Make checks payable to: University of Missouri-Rolla
Tickets will be available at the door.
For more information call 341-4869.
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